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Abstract. We review and further develop the theory of E-orbit functions. They are func-
tions on the Euclidean space En obtained from the multivariate exponential function by sym-
metrization by means of an even part We of a Weyl group W , corresponding to a Coxeter–
Dynkin diagram. Properties of such functions are described. They are closely related to
symmetric and antisymmetric orbit functions which are received from exponential functions
by symmetrization and antisymmetrization procedure by means of a Weyl group W . The
E-orbit functions, determined by integral parameters, are invariant with respect to even
part W aff
e
of the affine Weyl group corresponding to W . The E-orbit functions determine
a symmetrized Fourier transform, where these functions serve as a kernel of the transform.
They also determine a transform on a finite set of points of the fundamental domain F e of
the group W aff
e
(the discrete E-orbit function transform).
Key words: E-orbit functions; orbits; products of orbits; symmetric orbit functions; E-orbit
function transform; finite E-orbit function transform; finite Fourier transforms
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1 Introduction
In [1] and [2] it was initiated a study of orbit functions which are closely related to finite groupsW
of geometric symmetries generated by reflection transformations ri (that is, such that r
2
i = 1),
i = 1, 2, . . . , n, of the n-dimensional Euclidean space En with respect to (n−1)-dimensional
subspaces containing the origin. In fact, orbit functions are multivariate exponential functions
symmetrized or antisymmetrized by means of a Weyl group W of a semisimple Lie algebra or
symmetrized by means of its subgroup We consisting of even elements of W . Orbit functions
on the 2-dimensional Euclidean space E2, invariant or anti-invariant with respect to W , were
considered in detail in [3, 4, 5, 6]. A detailed description of symmetric and antisymmetric orbit
functions on any Euclidean space En is given in [7] and in [8]. Orbit functions on E2, invariant
with respect to We are studied in [9].
The important peculiarity of orbit functions is a possibility of their discretization [10], which
is made by using the results of paper [11]. This possibility makes orbit functions useful for
applications. In particular, on this way multivariate discrete Fourier transform and multivariate
discrete sine and cosine transforms are received (see [8, 12, 13]).
In order to obtain a symmetric orbit function we take a point λ ∈ En and act upon λ by all
elements of the group W . If O(λ) is the W -orbit of the point λ, that is, the set of all different
points of the form wλ, w ∈ W , then the symmetric orbit function, determined by λ, coincides
with
φλ(x) =
∑
µ∈O(λ)
e2pii〈µ,x〉,
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where 〈µ, x〉 is the scalar product on En. These functions are invariant with respect to the
action by elements of the group W : φλ(wx) = φλ(x), w ∈ W . If λ is an integral point of En,
then φλ(x) is invariant with respect to the affine Weyl group W
aff corresponding to W .
Symmetry is the main property of symmetric orbit functions which make them useful in
applications. Being a modification of monomial symmetric functions, they are directly related
to the theory of symmetric (Laurent) polynomials [14, 15, 16, 17] (see Section 11 in [7]).
Symmetric orbit functions φλ(x) for integral λ are closely related to the representation theory
of compact groups G. In particular, they were effectively used for different calculations in rep-
resentation theory [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. They are constituents of traces (characters) of irreducible
unitary representations of G.
Antisymmetric orbit functions are given by
ϕλ(x) =
∑
w∈W
(detw)e2pii〈wλ,x〉, x ∈ En,
where λ is an element, which does not lie on a wall of a Weyl chamber, and detw is a determinant
of the transformation w (it is equal to 1 or −1, depending on either w is a product of even or
odd number of reflections). The orbit functions ϕλ have many properties that the symmetric
orbit functions φλ do. However, antisymmetry leads to some new properties which are useful for
applications [6]. For integral λ, antisymmetric orbit functions are closely related to characters of
irreducible representations of the corresponding compact Lie group G. Namely, the character χλ
of the irreducible representation Tλ, λ ∈ P+, coincides with ϕλ+ρ/ϕρ, where ρ is the half-sum of
positive roots related to the Weyl group W .
A symmetric (antisymmetric) orbit function is the exponential function e2pii〈λ,x〉 on En sym-
metrized (antisymmetrized) by means of the group W . For each transformation group W , the
symmetric (antisymmetric) orbit functions, characterized by integral λ, form a complete basis in
the space of symmetric (antisymmetric) with respect to W polynomials in e2piixj , j = 1, 2, . . . , n,
or an orthogonal basis in the Hilbert space obtained by closing this space of polynomials with
respect to an appropriate scalar product.
Orbit functions φλ(x) (or ϕλ(x)), when λ runs over integral elements, determine the so-called
symmetric (antisymmetric) orbit function transform, which is a symmerization (antisymmetriza-
tion) of the usual Fourier series expansion on En. If λ runs over the dominant Weyl chamber
in the space En, then φλ(x) (or ϕλ(x)) determine a symmetric (antisymmetric) orbit function
transform, which is a symmetrization (antisymmetrization) of the usual continuous Fourier ex-
pansion in En (that is, of the Fourier integral).
The Fourier transform on R leads to the discrete Fourier transform on grids. In the same
way the symmetric and antisymmetric orbit function transforms lead to discrete analogues
of these transforms (which are generalizations of the discrete cosine and sine transforms, re-
spectively, [23]). These discrete transforms are useful in many things related to discretization
(see [3, 4, 5]). Construction of the discrete orbit function transforms are fulfilled by means of
the results of paper [11].
Symmetric orbit functions are a generalization of the cosine function, whereas antisymmetric
orbit functions are a generalization of the sine function. There appears a natural question: What
is a generalization of the exponential function of one variable? This generalization is given by
orbit functions symmetric with respect to the subgroup We of even elements in W .
Our goal in this paper is to give in a full generality the theory of orbit functions symmetric
with respect to the group We. We shall call these functions E-orbit functions, since they are
an analogue of the well-known exponential function (since symmetric and antisymmetric orbit
functions φλ and ϕλ are generalizations of the cosine and sine functions, they are often called as
C-functions and S-functions, respectively). This paper is a natural continuation of our papers [7]
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and [8]. Under our exposition we use the results of papers [2] and [10], where E-orbit functions
are defined.
Roughly speaking, E-orbit functions are related to symmetric and antisymmetric orbit func-
tions in the same way as the exponential function in one variable is related to the sine and cosine
functions.
E-orbit functions are symmetric with respect to the subgroupWe of the Weyl group W , that
is, Eλ(wx) = Eλ(x) for any w ∈We. The subgroup We is of index 2 in W , that is |W/We| = 2,
where |X| denote a number of elements in the corresponding set X. This means that E-orbit
functions are determined not only for λ from dominant Weyl chamber D+ (as in the case of
symmetric orbit functions), but also for elements from the set riD+, where ri is a fixed reflection
from W .
If λ is an integral element, then the corresponding E-orbit function Eλ(x) is symmetric also
with respect to elements of the affine Weyl group W affe , corresponding to the group We (in fact,
the group W affe consists of even elements of the whole affine Weyl group W
aff , corresponding
to the Weyl group W ).
Symmetry with respect to W affe is a main property of E-orbit functions with integral λ.
Because of this symmetry, it is enough to determine E-orbit functions only on the fundamental
domain F (W affe ) of the group W
aff
e (if λ is integral). This fundamental domain consists of two
fundamental domains of the whole affine Weyl group W aff .
When the group W is a direct product of its subgroups, say W = W1 × W2, then We =
(W1)e × (W2)e. In this case E-orbit functions of We are products of E-orbit functions of (W1)e
and (W2)e. Hence it suffices to carry out our considerations for groups We which cannot be
represented as a product of its subgroups (that is, for suchW for which a corresponding Coxeter–
Dynkin diagram is connected).
E-orbit functions with integral λ determine the so-called E-orbit function transform on the
fundamental domain F (W affe ) of the group W
aff
e . It is an expansion of functions on F (W
aff
e ) in
these E-orbit functions. E-orbit functions Eλ(x) with λ from En determine E-orbit function
transform on the fundamental domain F (We) of the group We. It is an analogue of the usual
integral Fourier transform.
E-orbit functions determine also the discrete E-orbit function transforms. They are trans-
forms on grids of the domain F (W affe ). These transforms are an analogue of the usual discrete
Fourier transforms.
We need for our exposition a general information on Weyl groups, affine Weyl groups and
root systems. We have given this information in [7] and [8]. In order to make this paper self-
contained we repeat shortly a part of that information in Section 2. In this section we also
describe even Weyl groups and affine even Weyl groups.
In Section 3 we define and studyWe-orbits. It is shown howWe-orbits are related toW -orbits.
Each W -orbit is a We-orbit or consists of two We-orbit. To each We-orbit there corresponds an
E-orbit function. We-orbits are parametrized by elements of even dominant Weyl chamber D
e
+.
We describe in Section 3 all We-orbits for A2 and C2. A big class of We-orbits for G2 is also
given. All We-orbits of A3, B3 and C3 are derived. It is proposed to describe points of We-orbits
of An, Bn, Cn and Dn by means of orthogonal coordinates. Then elements of the group We and
We-orbits are described in a simple way. Section 3 contains also a description of fundamental
domains for the groups W affe (An), W
aff
e (Bn), W
aff
e (Cn), and W
aff
e (Dn).
Section 4 is devoted to description of E-orbit functions. E-orbit functions, corresponding
to Coxeter–Dynkin diagrams, containing only two nodes, are given in an explicit form. In this
section we also give explicit formulas for E-orbit functions, corresponding to the cases An, Bn,
Cn and Dn, in the corresponding orthogonal coordinate systems.
In Section 5, properties of E-orbit functions are derived. If λ is integral, then a main property
of the E-orbit function Eλ(x) is an invariance with respect to the affine even Weyl group W
aff
e .
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Relation of E-orbit functions to symmetric and antisymmetric orbit functions (that is, to W -
orbit functions) is described.
E-orbit functions Eλ(x) with integral λ are orthogonal on the closure of the fundamental
domain of the group W affe . This orthogonality is given in Section 5.
E-orbit functions are solutions of the corresponding Laplace equation. This description is
exposed in Section 5. E-orbit functions also are solutions of some other differential equations.
In Section 6 we consider expansions of products of E-orbit functions into a sum of E-orbit
functions. These expansions are closely related to properties of We-orbits, namely, the ex-
pansions are reduced to decomposition of products of We-orbits into separate We-orbits. In
general, it is a complicated problem (especially, when multiple We-orbits appear in the decom-
position). Several propositions, describing decomposition of products of We-orbits, are given.
Many examples for expansions in the case of Coxeter–Dynkin diagrams A2, C2, and G2 are
considered.
Section 7 is devoted to expansion of We-orbit functions into a sum of W
′
e-orbit functions,
where W ′e is an even Weyl subgroup of the even Weyl group We. The cases of restriction of An
to An−1, of Bn to Bn−1, of Cn to Cn−1, and of Dn to Dn−1 are described in detail.
In Section 8 we expose E-orbit function transforms. There are two types of such transforms.
The first one is an analogue of the expansion into Fourier series (it is an expansion on the
fundamental domain of the group W affe ) and the second one is an analogue of the Fourier
integral transform (it is an expansion on the even dominant Weyl chamber).
In Section 9 a description of aWe-generalization of the multi-dimensional finite Fourier trans-
forms is given. This generalization is connected with grids on the corresponding fundamental
domains for the affine even Weyl groups W affe . These grids are determined by a positive inte-
ger M . To each such an integer there corresponds a grid on the fundamental domain. Examples
of such grids for A2, C2 and G2 are given.
Section 10 is devoted to exposition ofWe-symmetric functions, which are symmetric analogues
of special functions of mathematical physics or orthogonal polynomials. In particular, we find
eigenfunctions of the We-orbit function transforms. These eigenfunctions are connected with
classical Hermite polynomials.
2 Root systems and Weyl groups
2.1 Coxeter–Dynkin diagrams and simple roots
We need finite transformation groups W , acting on the n-dimensional Euclidean space En,
which are generated by reflections ri, i = 1, 2, . . . , n (that is, r
2
i = 1); the theory of such groups
see, for example, in [24] and [25]. We are interested in those groups W which are Weyl groups
of semisimple Lie groups (semisimple Lie algebras). It is well-known that such Weyl groups
together with the corresponding systems of reflections ri, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, are determined by
Coxeter–Dynkin diagrams. There are 4 series of simple Lie algebras and 5 separate simple Lie
algebras, which uniquely determine their Weyl groups W . These algebras are denoted as
An (n ≥ 1), Bn (n ≥ 3), Cn (n ≥ 2), Dn (n ≥ 4), E6, E7, E8, F4, G2.
To these simple Lie algebras there correspond connected Coxeter–Dynkin diagrams.
To semisimple Lie algebras (they are direct sums of simple Lie subalgebras) there correspond
Coxeter–Dynkin diagrams, which consist of connected parts, corresponding to simple Lie sub-
algebras; these parts are not connected with each other (a description of the correspondence
between simple Lie algebras and Coxeter–Dynkin diagrams see, for example, in [26]). Thus, we
describe only Coxeter–Dynkin diagrams, corresponding to simple Lie algebras. They are of the
form
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An ❣
1
❣
2
❣
3
❣
n
. . .
Bn ❣
1
❣
2
❣
n−1
✇
n
. . .
Cn ✇
1
✇
2
✇
n−1
❣
n
. . .
Dn ❣
1
❣
2
❣
n−3
❣
n−2
❣
n−1❣
n
. . .
E6 ❣
1
❣
2
❣
3
❣
4
❣
5
❣6
E7 ❣
1
❣
2
❣
3
❣
4
❣
5
❣
6
❣7
E8 ❣
1
❣
2
❣
3
❣
4
❣
5
❣
6
❣
7
❣8
F4 ❣
1
❣
2
✇
3
✇
4
G2 ❣
1
✇
2
A diagram determines a certain non-orthogonal basis {α1, α2, . . . , αn} in the Euclidean spa-
ce En. Each node of a diagram is associated with a basis vector αk, called a simple root. A direct
link between two nodes indicates that the corresponding basis vectors are not orthogonal. Con-
versely, an absence of a direct link between nodes implies orthogonality of the corresponding
vectors. Single, double, and triple links indicate that the relative angles between the two simple
roots are 2π/3, 3π/4, 5π/6, respectively. There can be only two cases: all simple roots are of
the same length or there are only two different lengths of simple roots. In the first case all
simple roots are denoted by white nodes. In the case of two lengths, shorter roots are denoted
by black nodes and longer ones by white nodes. Lengths of roots are determined uniquely up to
a common constant. For the cases Bn, Cn, and F4, the squared longer root length is double the
squared shorter root length. For G2, the squared longer root length is triple the squared shorter
root length. Simple roots of the same length are orthogonal to each other or an angle between
them is 2π/3. A number of simple roots is called a rank of the corresponding Lie algebra.
To each Coxeter–Dynkin diagram there corresponds a Cartan matrix M , consisting of the
entries
Mjk =
2〈αj , αk〉
〈αk, αk〉
, j, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, (2.1)
where 〈x, y〉 denotes the scalar product of x, y ∈ En. Cartan matrices of simple Lie algebras are
given in many places (see, for example, [27]). For ranks 2 and 3 they are of the form:
A2 :
(
2 −1
−1 2
)
, C2 :
(
2 −1
−2 2
)
, G2 :
(
2 −3
−1 2
)
,
A3 :

 2 −1 0−1 2 −1
0 −1 2

 , B3 :

 2 −1 0−1 2 −2
0 −1 2

 , C3 :

 2 −1 0−1 2 −1
0 −2 2

 .
Lengths of the basis vectors αi are fixed by the corresponding Coxeter–Dynkin diagram up
to a constant. We adopt the standard choice in the Lie theory, namely
〈α,α〉 = 2
for all simple roots of An, Dn, E6, E7, E8 and for the longer simple roots of Bn, Cn, F4, G2.
2.2 Weyl group and even Weyl group
A Coxeter–Dynkin diagram determines uniquely the corresponding transformation group W of
the Euclidean space En, generated by reflections ri, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. These reflections correspond
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to simple roots αi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Namely, the transformation ri corresponds to the simple
root αi and is the reflection with respect to (n − 1)-dimensional linear subspace (hyperplane)
of En (containing the origin), orthogonal to αi. Such reflections are given by the formula
rix = x− 2〈x, αi〉〈αi, αi〉αi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, x ∈ En. (2.2)
Each reflection ri can be thought as attached to the i-th node of the corresponding diagram.
A finite group W , generated by the reflections ri, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, is called a Weyl group,
corresponding to a given Coxeter–Dynkin diagram. If a Weyl groupW corresponds to a Coxeter–
Dynkin diagram of a simple Lie algebra L, then this Weyl group is often denoted by W (L).
Properties of Weyl groups are well known (see [24] and [25]). The orders (numbers of elements)
of Weyl groups are given by the formulas
|W (An)| = (n + 1)!, |W (Bn)| = |W (Cn)| = 2nn!, |W (Dn)| = 2n−1n!,
|W (E6)| = 51840, |W (E7)| = 2 903 040, |W (E8)| = 696 729 600, (2.3)
|W (F4)| = 1152, |W (G2)| = 12.
In particular,
|W (A2)| = 6, |W (C2)| = 8, |W (A3)| = 24, |W (B3)| = |W (C3)| = 48.
Elements of the Weyl groups are linear transformations of the Euclidean space En. To these
transformations there correspond in an orthonormal basis of En the corresponding n×nmatrices.
Since these transformations are orthogonal, then determinants of these matrices are +1 or −1.
We say that a transformation w ∈ W is even if detw = 1 and odd if detw = −1. Clearly, for
reflections rα corresponding to roots α we have det rα = −1. If w ∈ W is a product of even
(odd) number of reflections, then detw = 1 (detw = −1).
The set of all elements w ∈ W with detw = 1 constitute a subgroup of W which will be
denoted byWe. One says that it is a subgroup of even elements of W . Moreover, We is a normal
subgroup of W , that is, wWew
−1 = We for any w ∈ W . The group We is a basic group for
definition of E-orbit functions.
Elements of W , which do not belong to We, are called odd. The number of even elements
in W is equal to the number of odd elements, that is, |W/We| = 2. In particular, we have
|We(A2)| = 3, |We(C2)| = 4, |We(G2)| = 6, |We(A3)| = 12,
|We(B3)| = |We(C3)| = 24.
The Weyl groups W (B3) and W (C3) are isomorphic. For this reason, the even Weyl groups
We(B3) and We(C3) are isomorphic.
Elements of We are orthogonal transformations of En with a unit determinant. Therefore,
We is a finite subgroup of the rotation group SO(n) of En. That is, the group We consists of
rotations of the space En. In particular, for rank 2 case the even Weyl groups consist of rotations
of a plane:
We(A2) = {1, rot(2π/3), rot(4π/3)},
We(C2) = {1, rot(π/2), rot(π), rot(3π/2)},
We(G2) = {1, rot(kπ/3), k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
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2.3 Root and weight lattices
A Coxeter–Dynkin diagram determines a system of simple roots in the Euclidean space En.
Acting by elements of the Weyl groupW upon simple roots we obtain a finite system of vectors,
which is invariant with respect to W . A set of all these vectors is called a system of roots
associated with a given Coxeter–Dynkin diagram. It is denoted by R.
It is proved (see, for example, [26]) that roots of R are linear combinations of simple roots
with integral coefficients. Moreover, there exist no roots, which are linear combinations of αi,
i = 1, 2, . . . , n, both with positive and negative coefficients. Therefore, the set of roots R can
be represented as a union R = R+ ∪ R−, where R+ (respectively R−) is the set of roots which
are linear combinations of simple roots with positive (negative) coefficients. The set R+ (the
set R−) is called a set of positive (negative) roots.
As mentioned above, a set of roots R is invariant under the action of elements of the Weyl
group W (R). However, wR+ 6= R+ if w is not a trivial element of W .
Let Xα be the (n−1)-dimensional linear subspace (hyperplane) of En (containing the origin)
which is orthogonal to the root α. The hyperplane Xα consists of all points x ∈ En such that
〈x, α〉 = 0. Clearly, Xα = X−α. The set of reflections with respect to Xα, α ∈ R+, coincides
with the set of all reflections of the corresponding Weyl group W .
The subspacesXα, α ∈ R+, split the Euclidean space En into connected parts which are called
Weyl chambers. (We assume that boundaries of Weyl chambers belong to the corresponding
chambers. Therefore, Weyl chambers can have common points; they belong to boundaries of the
corresponding chambers.) A number of Weyl chambers coincides with the number of elements
of the Weyl group W . Elements of the Weyl group permute Weyl chambers. A part of a Weyl
chamber, which belongs to some hyperplane Xα is called a wall of this Weyl chamber. If for
some element x of a Weyl chamber we have 〈x, α〉 = 0 for some root α, then this point belongs
to a wall. The Weyl chamber consisting of points x such that
〈x, αi〉 ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
is called the dominant Weyl chamber. It is denoted by D+. Elements of D+ are called dominant.
If 〈x, αi〉 > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, then x is called strictly dominant element.
If we act by elements of the even subgroup We of W upon a fixed Weyl chamber, then we do
not obtain all Weyl chambers. In order to have transitive action of We on parts of the Euclidean
space En, we have to split En into a parts larger than Weyl chambers. In order to obtain such
parts, we take the dominant Weyl chamber D+ and act upon it by one of the reflections rα,
where α is a root. Denote the union D+ ∪ rαD+ (where each point is taken only once) by De+.
Then acting upon De+ by elements of We we cover the whole Euclidean space En. The domains
wDe+, w ∈We, are called even Weyl chambers. The procedure of splitting of En into even Weyl
chambers is not unique. It depends on the reflection rα taken for obtaining the first even Weyl
chambers. For different roots α sets of even Weyl chambers are different. However, for each
fixed root α the corresponding set of even Weyl chambers is transitive for the group We. The
set De+ ≡ De+(α) is called an even dominant Weyl chamber.
The set Q of all linear combinations
Q =
{
n∑
i=1
aiαi | ai ∈ Z
}
≡
⊕
i
Zαi
is called a root lattice corresponding to a given Coxeter–Dynkin diagram. Its subset
Q+ =
{
n∑
i=1
aiαi | ai = 0, 1, 2, . . .
}
is called a positive root lattice.
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To each root α ∈ R there corresponds a coroot α∨ defined by the formula
α∨ =
2α
〈α,α〉 .
It is easy to see that α∨∨ = α. The set Q∨ of all linear combinations
Q∨ =
{
n∑
i=1
aiα
∨
i | ai ∈ Z
}
≡
⊕
i
Zα∨i
is called a coroot lattice corresponding to a given Coxeter–Dynkin diagram. The subset
Q∨+ =
{
n∑
i=1
aiα
∨
i | ai = 0, 1, 2, . . .
}
is called a positive coroot lattice.
As noted above, the set of simple roots αi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, form a basis of the space En. In
addition to the α-basis, it is convenient to introduce the so-called ω-basis, ω1, ω2, . . . , ωn (also
called the basis of fundamental weights). The two bases are dual to each other in the following
sense:
2〈αj , ωk〉
〈αj , αj〉 ≡ 〈α
∨
j , ωk〉 = δjk , j, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} . (2.4)
The ω-basis (as well as the α-basis) is not orthogonal.
Note that the factor 2/〈αj , αj〉 can take only three values. Indeed, with the standard nor-
malization of root lengths (see Subsection 2.1), we have
2
〈αk, αk〉
= 1 for roots of An, Dn, E6, E7, E8,
2
〈αk, αk〉 = 1 for long roots of Bn, Cn, F4, G2,
2
〈αk, αk〉
= 2 for short roots of Bn, Cn, F4,
2
〈αk, αk〉 = 3 for short roots of G2.
For this reason, we get
α∨k = αk for roots of An, Dn, E6, E7, E8,
α∨k = αk for long roots of Bn, Cn, F4, G2,
α∨k = 2αk for short roots of Bn, Cn, F4,
α∨k = 3αk for short roots of G2.
The α- and ω-bases are related by the Cartan matrix (2.1) and by its inverse:
αj =
n∑
k=1
Mjk ωk , ωj =
n∑
k=1
(M−1)jk αk (2.5)
For ranks 2 and 3 the inverse Cartan matrices are of the form
A2 :
1
3
(
2 1
1 2
)
, C2 :
(
1 1/2
1 1
)
, G2 :
(
2 3
1 2
)
,
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A3 :
1
4

 3 2 12 4 2
1 2 3

 , B3 : 1
2

 2 2 22 4 4
1 2 3

 , C3 : 1
2

 2 2 12 4 2
2 4 3

 .
Later on we need to calculate the scalar product 〈x, y〉 when x and y are given by coordi-
nates xi and yi in ω-basis. It is given by the formula
〈x, y〉 = 1
2
n∑
j,k=1
xjyk(M
−1)jk〈αk | αk〉 = xM−1DyT = xSyT , (2.6)
where D is the diagonal matrix diag (12 〈α1, α1〉, . . . , 12 〈αn, αn〉). Matrices S, called ‘quadratic
form matrices’, are shown in [27] for all connected Coxeter–Dynkin diagrams.
The sets P and P+, defined as
P = Zω1 + · · · + Zωn ⊃ P+ = Z≥0 ω1 + · · · + Z≥0 ωn,
are called respectively the weight lattice and the cone of dominant weights. The set P can be
characterized as a set of all λ ∈ En such that
2〈αj , λ〉
〈αj , αj〉 = 〈α
∨
j , λ〉 ∈ Z
for all simple roots αj. Clearly, Q ⊂ P . Below we shall need also the set P++ of dominant weights
of P+, which do not belong to any Weyl chamber (the set of integral strictly dominant weights).
Then λ ∈ P++ means that 〈λ, αi〉 > 0 for all simple roots αi. We have
P++ = Z
>0ω1 + Z
>0ω2 + · · ·+ Z>0ωn.
The smallest dominant weights of P+, different from zero, coincide with the elements ω1, ω2,
. . . , ωn of the ω-basis. They are called fundamental weights. They are highest weights of funda-
mental irreducible representations of the corresponding simple Lie algebra L.
Through the paper we often use the following notation for weights in ω-basis:
z =
n∑
j=1
ajωj = (a1 a2 . . . an), a1, . . . , an ∈ Z .
If x =
n∑
j=1
bjα
∨
j , then
〈z, x〉 =
n∑
j=1
ajbj . (2.7)
2.4 Highest root and affine root system
There exists a unique highest (long) root ξ and a unique highest short root ξs. The highest
(long) root can be written as
ξ =
n∑
i=1
miαi =
n∑
i=1
mi
〈αi, αi〉
2
α∨i ≡
n∑
i=1
qiα
∨
i . (2.8)
The coefficients mi and qi can be viewed as attached to the i-th node of the diagram. They are
called marks and comarks (see, for example, [27]). In root systems with two lengths of roots,
that is, in Bn, Cn, F4 and G2, the highest (long) root ξ is of the form
Bn : ξ = (0 1 0 . . . 0) = α1 + 2α2 + 2α3 + · · ·+ 2αn, (2.9)
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Cn : ξ = (2 0 . . . 0) = 2α1 + 2α2 + · · ·+ 2αn−1 + αn, (2.10)
F4 : ξ = (1 0 0 0) = 2α1 + 3α2 + 4α3 + 2α4, (2.11)
G2 : ξ = (1 0) = 2α1 + 3α2. (2.12)
For An, Dn, and En, all roots are of the same length, hence ξs = ξ. We have
An : ξ = (1 0 . . . 0 1) = α1 + α2 + · · · + αn, (2.13)
Dn : ξ = (0 1 0 . . . 0) = α1 + 2α2 + · · ·+ 2αn−2 + αn−1 + αn, (2.14)
E6 : ξ = (0 1 0 . . . 0) = α1 + 2α2 + 3α3 + 2α4 + α5 + 2α6, (2.15)
E7 : ξ = (1 0 0 . . . 0) = 2α1 + 3α2 + 4α3 + 3α4 + 2α5 + α6 + 2α7, (2.16)
E8 : ξ = (0 0 . . . 0 1) = 2α1 + 3α2 + 4α3 + 5α4 + 6α5 + 4α6 + 2α7 + 3α8. (2.17)
For highest root ξ we have
ξ∨ = ξ. (2.18)
Moreover, if all simple roots are of the same length, then
α∨i = αi.
For this reason,
(q1, q2, . . . , qn) = (m1,m2, . . . ,mn).
for An, Dn and En. Formulas (2.13)–(2.18) determine these numbers. For short roots αi of Bn,
Cn and F4 we have α
∨
i = 2αi. For short root α2 of G2 we have α
∨
2 = 3α2. For this reason,
(q1, q2, . . . , qn) = (1, 2, . . . , 2, 1) for Bn,
(q1, q2, . . . , qn) = (1, 1, . . . , 1, 1) for Cn,
(q1, q2, q3, q4) = (2, 3, 2, 1) for F4,
(q1, q2) = (2, 1) for G2.
To each root system R there corresponds an extended root system (which is also called an
affine root system). It is constructed with the help of the highest root ξ of R. Namely, if
α1, α2, . . . , αn is a set of all simple roots, then the roots
α0 := −ξ, α1, α2, . . . , αn
constitute a set of simple roots of the corresponding extended root system. Taking into account
the orthogonality (non-orthogonality) of the root α0 to other simple roots, a diagram of an
extended root system can be constructed (which is an extension of the corresponding Coxeter–
Dynkin diagram; see, for example, [28]). Note that for all simple Lie algebras (except for An)
only one simple root is orthogonal to the root α0. In the case of An, the two simple roots α1
and αn are not orthogonal to α0.
2.5 Affine Weyl group and even affine Weyl group
We are interested in E-orbit functions which are given on the Euclidean space En. These
functions are invariant with respect to action by elements of an even Weyl group We, which
is a transformation group of En. However, We does not describe all symmetries of E-orbit
functions corresponding to weights λ ∈ P e+ ≡ P+ ∪ rαP+. A whole group of symmetries of these
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E-orbit functions is isomorphic to the even affine Weyl group W affe which is an extension of the
even Weyl group W . To describe the group W affe we first define the affine Weyl group W
aff .
Let α1, α2, . . . , αn be simple roots in the Euclidean space En and let W be the corresponding
Weyl group. The group W is generated by reflections rαi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n. In order to construct
the affine Weyl group W aff , corresponding to W , we have to add an additional reflection. This
reflection is constructed as follows.
We consider the reflection rξ with respect to the (n− 1)-dimensional subspace (hyperplane)
Xn−1 containing the origin and orthogonal to the highest (long) root ξ, given in (2.8):
rξx = x− 2〈x, ξ〉〈ξ, ξ〉 ξ. (2.19)
Clearly, rξ ∈ W . We shift the hyperplane Xn−1 by the vector ξ∨/2, where ξ∨ = 2ξ/〈ξ, ξ〉.
(Note that by (2.18) we have ξ∨ = ξ. However, it is convenient here to use ξ∨.) The reflection
with respect to the hyperplane Xn−1 + ξ
∨/2 will be denoted by r0. In order to fulfill the
transformation r0 we have to fulfill the transformation rξ and then to shift the result by ξ
∨,
that is,
r0x = rξx+ ξ
∨.
We have r00 = ξ
∨ and it follows from (2.19) that r0 maps x+ ξ
∨/2 to
rξ(x+ ξ
∨/2) + ξ∨ = x+ ξ∨/2− 〈x, ξ∨〉ξ
Therefore,
r0(x+ ξ
∨/2) = x+ ξ∨/2− 2〈x, ξ〉〈ξ, ξ〉 ξ = x+ ξ
∨/2− 2〈x, ξ
∨〉
〈ξ∨, ξ∨〉ξ
∨
= x+ ξ∨/2− 2〈x+ ξ
∨/2, ξ∨〉
〈ξ∨, ξ∨〉 ξ
∨ +
2〈ξ∨/2, ξ∨〉
〈ξ∨, ξ∨〉 ξ
∨.
Denoting x+ ξ∨/2 by y we obtain that r0 is given also by the formula
r0y = y +
(
1− 2〈y, ξ
∨〉
〈ξ∨, ξ∨〉
)
ξ∨ = ξ∨ + rξy. (2.20)
The element r0 does not belongs to W since elements of W do not move the point 0 ∈ En.
The hyperplane Xn−1 + ξ
∨/2 coincides with the set of points y such that r0y = y. It follows
from (2.20) that this hyperplane is given by the equation
1 =
2〈y, ξ∨〉
〈ξ∨, ξ∨〉 = 〈y, ξ〉 =
n∑
k=1
akqk, (2.21)
where
y =
n∑
k=1
akωk, ξ =
n∑
k=1
qkα
∨
k
(see (2.7)).
A group of transformations of the Euclidean space En generated by reflections r0, rα1 , . . . , rαn
is called the affine Weyl group of the root system R and is denoted by W aff or by W affR (if is
necessary to indicate the initial root system), see [28]. Adjoining the reflection r0 to the Weyl
group W completely changes properties of the group W aff .
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Due to (2.19) and (2.20) for any x ∈ En we have
r0rξx = r0(rξx) = ξ
∨ + rξrξx = x+ ξ
∨.
Clearly, (r0rξ)
kx = x + kξ∨, k = 0,±1,±2, . . . , that is, the set of elements (r0rξ)k, k =
0,±1,±2, . . . , is an infinite commutative subgroup of W aff . This means that (unlike to the
Weyl group W ) W aff is an infinite group.
Since r00 = ξ
∨, for any w ∈W we have
wr00 = wξ
∨ = ξ∨w,
where ξ∨w is a coroot of the same length as the coroot ξ
∨. For this reason, wr0 is the reflection
with respect to the (n−1)-hyperplane perpendicular to the root ξ∨w and containing the point ξ∨w/2.
Moreover,
(wr0)rξ∨wx = x+ ξ
∨
w
We also have ((wr0)rξ∨w)
kx = x + kξ∨w, k = 0,±1,±2, . . . . Since w is any element of W , then
the set wξ∨, w ∈ W , coincides with the set of coroots of R, corresponding to all long roots of
the root system R. Thus, the set W aff · 0 coincides with the lattice Q∨l generated by coroots α∨
taken for all long roots α from R.
It is checked for each type of root systems that each coroot ξ∨s for a short root ξs of R is
a linear combination of coroots wξ∨ ≡ ξw, w ∈W , with integral coefficients, that is, Q∨ = Q∨l .
Therefore, The set W aff · 0 coincides with the coroot lattice Q∨ of R.
Let Qˆ∨ be the subgroup of W aff generated by the elements
(wr0)rw, w ∈W, (2.22)
where rw ≡ rξ∨w for w ∈W . Since elements (2.22) pairwise commute with each other (since they
are shifts), Qˆ∨ is a commutative group. The subgroup Qˆ∨ can be identified with the coroot
lattice Q∨. Namely, if for g ∈ Qˆ∨ we have g · 0 = γ ∈ Q∨, then g is identified with γ. This
correspondence is one-to-one.
The subgroups W and Qˆ∨ generate W aff since a subgroup of W aff , generated by W and Qˆ∨,
contains the element r0. The group W
aff is a semidirect product of its subgroups W and Qˆ∨,
where Qˆ∨ is an invariant subgroup (see Section 5.2 in [7] for details).
We shall need not the whole affine Weyl group W aff but only its subgroup, constructed on
the base of the even Weyl groupWe. The subgroupW
aff
e , coinciding with the semidirect product
of the even Weyl group We and Qˆ
∨, will be called an even affine Weyl group. This subgroup
does not contain the reflection r0 ∈W aff . One says that W affe consists of even elements of W aff .
2.6 W aff-fundamental domain and W aff
e
-fundamental domain
An open connected simply connected set F (G) ⊂ En is called a fundamental domain for the
group G (G = W,W aff ,We,W
aff
e ) if it does not contains equivalent points (that is, points x
and x′ such that x = wx, w ∈ G) and if its closure contains at least one point from each
G-orbit. It is evident that the dominant Weyl chamber D+ without walls of this chamber is
a fundamental domain for the Weyl group W . Recall that this domain consists of all points
x = a1ω1 + · · ·+ anωn ∈ En for which
ai = 〈x, α∨i 〉 > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
For any fixed root α, the domain De+ = D+ ∪ rαD+ (where each point is taken only once) can
be taken as a closure of the fundamental domain of the even Weyl group We. The fundamental
domain of We is the set D
e
+ without its boundary.
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Let us describe a fundamental domain for the group W aff . Since W ⊂W aff , it can be chosen
as a subset of the dominant Weyl chamber for W .
We have seen that the element r0 ∈ W aff is a reflection with respect to the hyperplane
Xn−1 + ξ
∨/2, orthogonal to the root ξ and containing the point ξ∨/2. This hyperplane is given
by the equation (2.21). This equation shows that the hyperplane Xn−1 + ξ
∨/2 intersects the
axes, determined by the vectors ωi, in the points ωi/qi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where qi are such as
in (2.21). We create the simplex with n+ 1 vertices in the points
0,
ω1
q1
, . . . ,
ωn
qn
. (2.23)
By (2.21), this simplex consists of all points y of the dominant Weyl chamber for which 〈y, ξ〉 ≤ 1.
Clearly, the interior F of this simplex belongs to the dominant Weyl chamber. The following
theorem is true (see, for example, [7]):
Theorem 1. The set F is a fundamental domain for the affine Weyl group W aff .
For the rank 2 cases the fundamental domain is the interior of the simplex with the following
vertices:
A2 : {0, ω1, ω2},
C2 : {0, ω1, ω2},
G2 : {0, ω12 , ω2}.
A fundamental domain of the even affine group W affe can be taken in such a way that it is
contained in the fundamental domain De+ of We. Namely, the set F¯ ∪ rαF¯ (where each point
is taken only once) without its boundary satisfies this condition and is a W affe -fundamental
domain.
3 We-orbits
3.1 Definition
As we have seen, the (n − 1)-dimensional linear subspaces Xα of En, orthogonal to positive
roots α and containing the origin, divide the space En into connected parts, which are called
Weyl chambers. A number of such chambers is equal to an order of the corresponding Weyl
group W . Elements of the Weyl group permute these chambers. A single chamber D+ such
that 〈αi, x〉 ≥ 0, x ∈ D+, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, is the dominant Weyl chamber. We fix a root α and
create a set De+ = D+ ∪ rαD+, where rα is the reflection corresponding to the root α. The sets,
received from De+ by action by elements of We are called even Weyl chambers. Clearly, they
depend on choosing of the root α. However, different choices of α (and therefore, of even Weyl
chambers) does not change a set of We-orbits, which are considered below.
The cone of dominant integral weights P+ belongs to the dominant Weyl chamber D+. By P
e
+
we denote the set P e+ ∪ rαP e+ (where each point is taken only once). Then P e+ ⊂ De+.
Let y be an arbitrary dominant element of the Euclidean space En. We act upon y by all
elements of the Weyl group W . As a result, we obtain the set wy, w ∈W/Wy (where Wy is the
subgroup of elements of W leaving y invariant), which is called a Weyl group orbit or a W -orbit
of the point y. A W -orbit of a point y ∈ D+ is denoted by O(y) or OW (y). A size of an
orbit O(y) is a number |O(y)| of its elements. Each Weyl chamber contains only one point of
a fixed orbit Q(y).
Now we act upon element y ∈ En by all elements of the even Weyl group We. As a result,
we obtain a set of elements wy, w ∈We (each point is taken only once), which is called an even
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Weyl group orbit or aWe-orbit of the point y. AWe-orbit of a point y ∈ De+ is denoted by Oe(y)
or OWe(y). Each even Weyl chamber contains only one point of a fixed orbit Qe(y).
We-orbits Oe(y) do not depend on a choice of a root α with respect to which we construct
the even dominant Weyl chamber De+ = D+ ∪ rαD+.
There are two types of We-orbits: orbits Oe(y) which contain a point of the dominant Weyl
chamber D+ (we call them We-orbits of the fist type) and orbits which do not contain such
a point (we call them We-orbits of the second type). It is easy to see that each W -orbit O(y)
with strictly dominant y consists of two We-orbits, one of them is of the first type and the
second of the second type. Namely,
O(y) = Oe(y)
⋃
Oe(rαy),
where the We-orbit Oe(rαy) does not depend on a choice of the root α, that is, Oe(rαy) are the
same for all positive roots α of a given root system. Moreover, the orbit Oe(rαy) is obtained
from the orbit Oe(y) by acting upon each point of Oe(y) by reflection rα, Oe(rαy) = rαOe(y).
If y belongs to some wall of the dominant Weyl chamber, then the We-orbit Oe(y) coincides
with the W -orbit O(y).
Example. The case A1. The Weyl group W of A1 consists of two elements 1 and rα, where
α is a unique positive root of A1. The element rα is a reflection and, therefore, det rα = −1.
Thus, the subgroup We in this case contains only one element 1. This means that each point of
the real line is a We-orbit for A1. In particular, Oe(y), y > 0, belongs to orbits, corresponding
to dominant elements. The other orbits (except for the orbit Oe(0)) are obtained by acting by
the reflection rα.
3.2 We-orbits of A2, C2, G2
In this subsection we give We-orbits for the rank two cases. Orbits will be given by coordinates
in the ω-basis. Points of the orbits will be denoted as (a b), where a and b are ω-coordinates.
If a > 0 and b > 0, then the We-orbits Oe(a b) and rαO(a b) ≡ Oe(−a a+ b) of A2 contain
points
A2 : Oe(a b) ∋ (a b), (−a−b a), (b −a−b), (3.1)
Oe(−a a+b) ∋ (−a a+b), (a+b −b), (−b −a). (3.2)
The other We-orbits of A2 are
A2 : Oe(a 0) ∋ (a 0), (−a a), (0 −a), (3.3)
Oe(0 b) ∋ (0 b), (b −b), (−b 0). (3.4)
In the cases of C2 and G2 (where the second simple root is the longer one for C2 and the
shorter one for G2) for a > 0 and b > 0 we have
C2 : Oe(a b) ∋ (a b), (a+2b −a−b), (−a −b), (−a−2b a+b), (3.5)
Oe(−a a+b) ∋ (−a a+b), (a+2b −b), (a −a−b), (−a−2b b), (3.6)
G2 : Oe(a b) ∋ ±(a b), ±(2a+b −3a−b), ±(−a−b 3a+2b), (3.7)
Oe(−a 3a+b) ∋ ±(−a 3a+b), ±(a+b −b), ±(−2a−b 3a+2b), (3.8)
where ±(c d) means two points (c d) and (−c − d).
We also give We-orbits for which one of the numbers a, b vanish:
C2 : Oe(a 0) ∋ ±(a 0), ±(−a a), (3.9)
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Oe(0 b) ∋ ±(0 b), ±(2b −b), (3.10)
G2 : Oe(a 0) ∋ ±(a 0), ±(−a 3a), ±(2a −3a), (3.11)
Oe(0 b) ∋ ±(0 b), ±(b −b), ±(−b 2b). (3.12)
As we see, for each point (c d) of an orbit Oe of C2 or G2 there exists in the orbit the point
(−c −d).
3.3 The case of An
In the cases of Coxeter–Dynkin diagrams An−1, Bn, Cn, Dn, root and weight lattices, even Weyl
groups and orbits are described in a simple way if to use the orthogonal coordinate system in En.
In particular, this coordinate system is useful under practical work with orbits.
In the case An it is convenient to describe root and weight lattices, even Weyl group and
orbit functions in the subspace of the Euclidean space En+1, given by the equation
x1 + x2 + · · · + xn+1 = 0,
where x1, x2, . . . , xn+1 are orthogonal coordinates of a point x ∈ En+1. The unit vectors in
directions of these coordinates are denoted by ej, respectively. Clearly, ei⊥ej, i 6= j. The set of
roots of An is given by the vectors
αij = ei − ej , i 6= j.
The roots αij = ei − ej, i < j, are positive and the roots
αi ≡ αi,i+1 = ei − ei+1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
constitute the system of simple roots.
If x =
n+1∑
i=1
xiei, x1 + x2 + · · · + xn+1 = 0, is a point of En+1, then this point belongs to the
dominant Weyl chamber D+ if and only if
x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xn+1.
Indeed, if this condition is fulfilled, then 〈x, αi〉 = xi − xi+1 ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and x is
dominant. Conversely, if x is dominant, then 〈x, αi〉 ≥ 0 and this condition is fulfilled. The
point x is strictly dominant if and only if
x1 > x2 > · · · > xn+1.
If α = α12, the even dominant chamber D
e
+ = D+ ∪ rαD+ consists of points x such that
x1 ≥ x2 ≥ x3 ≥ · · · ≥ xn+1 or x2 ≥ x1 ≥ x3 ≥ · · · ≥ xn+1,
that is, such that
x2, x2 ≥ x3 ≥ · · · ≥ xn+1.
If λ =
n∑
i=1
λiωi, then the ω-coordinates λi are connected with the orthogonal coordinates xj
of λ =
n+1∑
i=1
xiei by the formulas
x1 =
n
n+ 1
λ1 +
n− 1
n+ 1
λ2 +
n− 2
n+ 1
λ3 + · · ·+ 2
n+ 1
λn−1 +
1
n+ 1
λn,
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x2 = − 1
n+ 1
λ1 +
n− 1
n+ 1
λ2 +
n− 2
n+ 1
λ3 + · · ·+ 2
n+ 1
λn−1 +
1
n+ 1
λn,
x3 = − 1
n+ 1
λ1 − 2
n+ 1
λ2 +
n− 2
n+ 1
λ3 + · · ·+ 2
n+ 1
λn−1 +
1
n+ 1
λn,
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
xn = − 1
n+ 1
λ1 − 2
n+ 1
λ2 − 3
n+ 1
λ3 − · · · − n− 1
n+ 1
λn−1 +
1
n+ 1
λn,
xn+1 = − 1
n+ 1
λ1 − 2
n+ 1
λ2 − 3
n+ 1
λ3 − · · · − n− 1
n+ 1
λn−1 − n
n+ 1
λn.
The inverse formulas are
λi = xi − xi+1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (3.13)
By means of the formula
rαλ = λ− 2〈λ, α〉〈α,α〉 α (3.14)
for the reflection with respect to the hyperplane, orthogonal to a root α, we can find how ele-
ments of the Weyl group W (An) act upon points λ ∈ En+1. We conclude that the Weyl group
W (An) consists of all permutations of the orthogonal coordinates x1, x2, . . . , xn+1 of a point λ,
that is, W (An) coincides with the symmetric group Sn+1. Even permutations of W (An) consti-
tute the even Weyl group We(An). It is the alternating subgroup S
e
n+1 of the group Sn+1. This
subgroup is simple. Transformations of Sen+1 are elements of the rotation group SO(n+ 1).
Sometimes (for example, if we wish for coordinates to be integers or non-negative integers),
it is convenient to introduce orthogonal coordinates y1, y2, . . . , yn+1 for An in such a way that
y1 + y2 + · · ·+ yn+1 = m,
wherem is some fixed real number. They are obtained from the previous orthogonal coordinates
by adding the same number m/(n + 1) to each coordinate. Then, as one can see from (3.13),
ω-coordinates λi = yi − yi+1 and the group W and We do not change. Sometimes, it is natural
to use orthogonal coordinates y1, y2, . . . , yn+1 for which all yi are non-negative.
We-orbits Oe(λ) for strictly dominant λ can be constructed by means of signed W -orbits.
Signed W -orbit O±(λ) were introduced in [8] . The signed orbit O±(λ), λ = (x1, x2, . . . , xn+1),
x1 > x2 > · · · > xn+1, consists of all points
(xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xin+1)
sgn (detw)
obtained from (x1, x2, . . . , xn+1) by permutations w ∈ W ≡ Sn+1 (instead of sgn (detw) we
sometimes write simply detw).
The signed W -orbit O±(λ) splits into two We-orbits: one of them coincides with Oe(λ) and
the second with Oe(rαλ), where α is a positive root of An. The We-orbit Oe(λ) contains the
points of the W -orbit O±(λ), which have the sign plus and Oe(rαλ) contains the points with
the sign minus.
If λ is dominant but not strictly dominant, then the We-orbit Oe(λ) coincides with the W -
orbit O(λ). Description of W -orbits of An in orthogonal coordinates see in [7, Subsection 3.1].
3.4 The case of Bn
Orthogonal coordinates of a point x ∈ En are denoted by x1, x2, . . . , xn. We denote by ei the
corresponding unit vectors. Then the set of roots of Bn is given by the vectors
α±i,±j = ±ei ± ej, i 6= j, α±i = ±ei, i = 1, 2, . . . , n
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(all combinations of signs must be taken). The roots αi,±j = ei±ej, i < j, αi = ei, i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
are positive and n roots
αi := ei − ei+1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, αn = en
constitute the system of simple roots.
A point λ =
n∑
i=1
xiei ∈ En belongs to the dominant Weyl chamber D+ if and only if
x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xn ≥ 0.
Moreover, this point is strictly dominant if and only if
x1 > x2 > · · · > xn > 0.
The even dominant chamber can be taken consisting of points x such that
x1 ≥ x2 ≥ x3 ≥ · · · ≥ xn ≥ 0 or x2 ≥ x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xn ≥ 0,
that is, such that
x1, x2 ≥ x3 ≥ · · · ≥ xn ≥ 0.
If λ =
n∑
i=1
λiωi, then the ω-coordinates λi are connected with the orthogonal coordinates xj
of λ =
n∑
i=1
xiei by the formulas
x1 = λ1 + λ2 + · · ·+ λn−1 + 12λn,
x2 = λ2 + · · ·+ λn−1 + 12λn,
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
xn =
1
2λn,
The inverse formulas are
λi = xi − xi+1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, λn = 2xn.
It is easy to see that if λ ∈ P+, then the coordinates x1, x1, . . . , xn are all integers or all half-
integers.
The Weyl group W (Bn) of Bn consists of all permutations of the orthogonal coordinates
x1, x2, . . . , xn of a point λ with possible sign alternations of any number of them. Moreover,
detw is equal to ±1 depending on whether w is a product of even or odd number of reflections
and alternations of signs. A sign of detw can be determined as follows. We represent w as
a product w = ǫs, where s is a permutation of (x1, x2, . . . , xn) and ǫ is an alternation of signs
of coordinates. Then detw = (det s)ǫi1ǫi2 · · · ǫin , where det s is defined as in the previous
subsection and ǫij = −1 in the case of change of a sign of ij-th coordinate and ǫij = 1 otherwise.
This show haw to determine the even Weyl group We(Bn) as a subgroup of W (Bn).
We(Bn)-orbits Oe(λ) with strictly dominant λ can be constructed by means of signed orbits
O±(λ). The signed orbit O±(λ), λ = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), x1 > x2 > · · · > xn > 0, consists of all
points
(±xi1 ,±xi2 , . . . ,±xin)detw (3.15)
(each combination of signs is possible) obtained from (x1, x2, . . . , xn) by permutations and al-
ternations of signs which constitute an element w of the Weyl group W (Bn). The signed orbit
O±(λ) splits into two We-orbits: one of them Oe(λ) consists of all points of O
±(λ), which have
the sign plus, and the second one consists of all points with the sign minus.
If a dominant element λ is not strictly dominant, then the We-orbit Oe(λ) coincides with the
W -orbit O(λ).
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3.5 The case of Cn
In the orthogonal coordinate system of the Euclidean space En the set of roots of Cn is given
by the vectors
α±i,±j = ±ei ± ej, i 6= j, α±i = ±2ei, i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
where ei is the unit vector in the direction of i-th coordinate xi (all combinations of signs must
be taken). The roots αi,±j = ei ± ej , i < j, and αi = 2ei, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, are positive and n
roots
αi := ei − ei+1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, αn = 2en
constitute the system of simple roots.
A point λ =
n∑
i=1
xiei ∈ En belongs to the dominant Weyl chamber D+ if and only if
x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xn ≥ 0.
This point is strictly dominant if and only if
x1 > x2 > · · · > xn > 0.
The even dominant chamber can be taken consisting of points x such that
x1 ≥ x2 ≥ x3 ≥ · · · ≥ xn ≥ 0 or x2 ≥ x1 ≥ x3 ≥ · · · ≥ xn ≥ 0,
that is, such that
x1, x2 ≥ x3 ≥ · · · ≥ xn ≥ 0.
If λ =
n∑
i=1
λiωi, then the ω-coordinates λi are connected with the orthogonal coordinates xj
of λ =
n∑
i=1
xiei by the formulas
x1 = λ1 + λ2 + · · ·+ λn−1 + λn,
x2 = λ2 + · · ·+ λn−1 + λn,
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
xn = λn.
The inverse formulas are
λi = xi − xi+1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, λn = xn.
If λ ∈ P+, then all coordinates xi are integers.
The Weyl group W (Cn) of Cn consists of all permutations of the orthogonal coordinates
x1, x2, . . . , xn of a point λ with sign alternations of some of them, that is, this Weyl group acts
on orthogonal coordinates exactly in the same way as the Weyl group W (Bn) does. Moreover,
detw is equal to ±1 depending on whether w consists of even or odd numbers of reflections
and alternations of signs. Since W (Cn) = W (Bn), then a sign of detw is determined as in the
case Bn.
The signed orbit O±(λ), λ = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), x1 > x2 > · · · > xn > 0, consists of all points
(±xi1 ,±xi2 , . . . ,±xin+1)detw
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(each combination of signs is possible) obtained from (x1, x2, . . . , xn) by permutations and al-
ternations of signs which constitute an element w of the Weyl group W (Cn), that is, in the
orthogonal coordinates signed orbits for Cn coincide with signed orbits of Bn. This determine
how to separate the subgroup We(Cn) in the group W (Cn).
The signed orbit O±(λ), λ = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), x1 > x2 > · · · > xn > 0, splits into two We-
orbits: one of them Oe(λ) consists of all points of O
±(λ), which have the sign plus, and the
second one consists of all points with the sign minus.
If a dominant element λ is not strictly dominant, then the We-orbit Oe(λ) coincides with the
W -orbit O(λ).
3.6 The case of Dn
In the orthogonal coordinate system of the Euclidean space En the set of roots of Dn is given
by the vectors
α±i,±j = ±ei ± ej, i 6= j,
where ei is the unit vector in the direction of i-th coordinate (all combinations of signs must be
taken). The roots αi,±j = ei ± ej , i < j, are positive and n roots
αi := ei − ei+1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, αn = en−1 + en
constitute the system of simple roots.
If λ =
n∑
i=1
xiei, then this point belongs to the dominant Weyl chamber D+ if and only if
x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xn−1 ≥ |xn|.
This point is strictly dominant if and only if
x1 > x2 > · · · > xn−1 > |xn|
(in particular, xn can take the value 0).
The even dominant chamber can be taken consisting of points x such that
x1 ≥ x2 ≥ x3 ≥ · · · ≥ |xn| or x2 ≥ x1 ≥ x3 ≥ · · · ≥ |xn|,
that is, such that
x1, x2 ≥ x3 ≥ · · · ≥ xn−1 ≥ |xn|.
If λ =
n∑
i=1
λiωi, then the ω-coordinates λi are connected with the orthogonal coordinates xj
of λ =
n∑
i=1
xiei by the formulas
x1 = λ1 + λ2 + · · ·+ λn−2 + 12(λn−1 + λn),
x2 = λ2 + · · ·+ λn−2 + 12(λn−1 + λn),
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
xn−1 =
1
2 (λn−1 + λn),
xn =
1
2(λn−1 − λn),
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The inverse formulas are
λi = xi − xi+1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 2, λn−1 = xn−1 + xn, λn = xn−1 − xn.
If λ ∈ P+, then the coordinates x1, x2, . . . , xn are all integers or all half-integers.
The Weyl group W (Dn) of Dn consists of all permutations of the orthogonal coordinates
x1, x2, . . . , xn of a point λ with sign alternations of even number of them. Moreover, detw is
equal to ±1 and a sign of detw is determined as follows. The element w ∈ W (Dn) can be
represented as a product w = τs, where s is a permutation from Sn and τ is an alternation of
even number of coordinates. Then detw = det s. Indeed, since an alternation of signs of two
coordinates xi and xj is a product of two reflections rα with α = ei + ej and with α = ei − ej,
a sign of the determinant of this alternation is plus. (Note that |W (Dn)| = 12 |W (Bn)|.)
Now we may state that the even Weyl group We(Dn) consists of products τs, where s runs
over even permutations of Sn and τ runs over alternations of even numbers of coordinates.
The signed orbit O±(λ), λ = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), x1 > x2 > · · · > xn > 0, for Dn consists of all
points
(±xi1 ,±xi2 , . . . ,±xin)detw
obtained from (x1, x2, . . . , xn) by permutations and alternations of even number of signs which
constitute an element w of the Weyl group W (Dn). This signed orbit splits into two We-orbits:
one of them Oe(λ) consists of all points of O
±(λ), which have the sign plus, and the second one
consists of all points with the sign minus.
If a dominant element λ is not strictly dominant, then theWe(Dn)-orbit Oe(λ) coincides with
the W (Dn)-orbit O(λ).
3.7 Fundamental domains of W aff
e
Using the explicit formula for the antisymmetric orbit function ϕρ(x), where ρ is a half of positive
roots, we have derived in [8] explicit forms of the fundamental domains of W aff for the cases An,
Bn, Cn, Dn. They easily determine fundamental domains Fe for the corresponding even affine
Weyl groups W affe .
(a) The fundamental domain Fe(An) of the even affine Weyl group W
aff
e (An) is contained in
the domain of real points x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn+1) such that
x1, x2 > x3 > · · · > xn+1, x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xn+1 = 0.
Moreover, a point x of this domain belongs to Fe(An) if and only if x1+ |xn+1| < 1 and x1 > x2,
or x2 + |xn+1| < 1 and x2 > x1.
(b) The fundamental domain Fe(Bn) of W
aff
e (Bn) is contained in the domain of points x =
(x1, x2, . . . , xn) such that
1 > x1, x2 > x3 > · · · > xn > 0.
Moreover, a point x of this domain belongs to Fe(Bn) if and only if x1 + x2 < 1.
(c) The fundamental domain Fe(Cn) of W
aff
e (Cn) consists of all points x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
such that
1
2
> x1, x2 > x3 > · · · > xn > 0.
(d) The fundamental domain Fe(Dn) of W
aff
e (Dn) is contained in the domain of points x =
(x1, x2, . . . , xn) such that
1 > x1, x2 > x3 > · · · > xn−1 > |xn|.
Moreover, a point x of this domain belongs to Fe(Dn) if and only if x1 + x2 < 1.
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3.8 We-orbits of A3
We-orbits for A3, B3 and C3 can be calculated by using the orthogonal coordinates on the
corresponding Euclidean space, described above, and the description of action of the Weyl groups
We(A3), We(B3) and We(C3) in the orthogonal coordinate systems. Below we give results of
such calculations. Points λ of We-orbits are given in the ω-coordinates in the form (a b c), where
λ = aω1 + bω2 + cω3.
If a > 0, b > 0, c > 0, then We-orbits Oe(a b c) and Oe(a+b −b b+c) ≡ rαOe(a b c) of A3
contain the points
Oe(a b c) ∋ (a b c), (a+b c −b−c), (a+b+c −b−c b),
(−a a+b+c −c), (b −a−b a+b+c), (−a−b a b+c),
Oe(a+b −b b+c) ∋ (a+b −b b+c), (a b+c −c), (a+b+c −c −b),
(−a a+b c), (b+c −a−b−c a+b), (−b −a a+b+c)
and the points, contragredient to these points, where the contragredient of the point (a′ b′ c′) is
(−c′ −b′ −a′).
There exist also the We-orbits
Oe(a b 0) ∋ (a b 0), (a+b −b b), (a+b 0 −b), (−a a+b 0), (−a−b a b),
(b −a−b a+b) and contragredient points;
Oe(a 0 c) ∋ (a 0 c), (a c −c), (a+c −c 0), (−a a c), (0 −a a+c),
(−a a+c −c) and contragredient points;
Oe(0 b c) ∋ (0 b c), (b −b b+c), (0 b+c −c), (b+c −b−c b), (−b 0 b+c),
(b c −b−c) and contragredient points;
Oe(a 0 0) ∋ (a 0 0), (−a a 0), (0 0 −a), (0 −a a);
Oe(0 b 0) ∋ (0 b 0), (b −b b), (b 0 −b), (−b b −b), (0 −b 0), (−b 0 b);
Oe(0 0 c) ∋ (0 0 c), (0 c −c), (c −c 0), (−c 0 0).
3.9 We-orbits of B3
As in the previous case, points λ of We-orbits are given by the ω-coordinates (a b c), where
λ = aω1 + bω2 + cω3. The We-orbits Oe(a b c) and Oe(a+b −b 2b+c) ≡ rαOe(a b c), a > 0,
b > 0, c > 0, of B3 contain the points
Oe(a b c) ∋ (a b c), (b −a−b 2a+2b+c), (−a−b a 2b+c), (a+b+c −b−c 2b+c),
(−a a+b+c −c), (−b−c −a 2a+2b+c), (−a−b−c −b 2b+c),
(a+2b+c −a−b−c c), (−b a+2b+c −2a−2b−c), (−a−2b−c b+c −c),
(b+c a+b −2a−2b−c), (a+b −a−2b−c 2b+c),
Oe(a+b −b 2b+c) ∋ (a+b −b 2b+c), (−a a+b c), (−b −a 2a+2b+c), (a b+c −c),
(b+c −a−b−c 2a+2b+c), (−a−b−c a 2b+c), (−a−2b−c b c),
(b a+b+c −2a−2b−c), (a+b+c −a−2b−c 2b+c), (−a−b −b−c 2b+c),
(a+2b+c −a−b −c), (−b−c a+2b+c −2a−2b−c)
and also all these points taken with opposite signs of coordinates.
In the case B3 there exist also the We-orbits Oe(a b 0), Oe(a 0 c), Oe(0 b c), which are of the
form
Oe(a b 0) ∋ ±(a b 0),±(a+b −b 2b),±(−a a+b 0),±(b −a−b 2a+2b),
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±(−a−b a 2b),±(−b −a 2a+2b),±(−a−2b b 0),±(−a−b −b 2b),
±(a+2b −a−b 0),±(b a+b −2a−2b),±(a+b −a−2b 2b),±(−b a+2b −2a−2b);
Oe(a 0 c) ∋ ±(a 0 c),±(−a a c),±(0 −a 2a+c),±(a c −c),
±(a+c −c c),±(−a a+c −c),±(c −a−c 2a+c),±(−a−c a c),
±(−c −a 2a+c),±(−a−c 0 c),±(a+c −a−c c),±(0 a+c −2a−c);
Oe(0 b c) ∋ ±(0 b c),±(b −b 2b+c),±(−b 0 2b+c),±(0 b+c −c),
±(b+c −b−c 2b+c),±(−b−c 0 2b+c),±(−2b−c b c),±(−b−c −b 2b+c),
±(2b+c −b−c c),±(b b+c −2b−c),±(b+c −2b−c 2b+c),±(−b 2b+c −2b−c).
The We-orbits Oe(a 0 0), Oe(0 b 0) and Oe(0 0 c) consist of the points
Oe(a 0 0) ∋ ±(a 0 0),±(a −a 0),±(0 a −2a);
Oe(0 b 0) ∋ ±(0 b 0),±(b −b 2b),±(−b 0 2b),±(−2b b 0),±(−b −b 2b),±(b −2b 2b);
Oe(0 0 c) ∋ ±(0 0 c),±(c −c c),±(0 c −c),±(−c 0 c).
3.10 We-orbits of C3
As in the previous cases, points λ of We-orbits are given by the ω-coordinates (a b c), where
λ = aω1+ bω2+ cω3. The We-orbits Oe(a b c) and Oe(a+b −b b+c) ≡ rαOe(a b c), a > 0, b > 0,
c > 0, of C3 contain the points
Oe(a b c) ∋ (a b c), (b −a−b a+b+c), (−a−b a b+c), (a+b+2c −b−2c b+c),
(−a a+b+2c −c), (−b−2c −a a+b+c), (−a−b−2c −b b+c),
(a+2b+2c −a−b−2c c), (−b a+2b+2c −a−b−c), (−a−2b−2c b+2c −c),
(b+2c a+b −a−b−c), (a+b −a−2b−2c b+c),
Oe(a+b −b b+c) ∋ (a+b −b b+c), (−a a+b c), (−b −a a+b+c), (a b+2c −c),
(b+2c −a−b−2c a+b+c), (−a−b−2c a b+c), (−a−2b−2c b c),
(b a+b+2c −a−b−c), (a+b+2c −a−2b−2c b+c), (−a−b −b−2c b+c),
(a+2b+2c −a−b −c), (−b−2c a+2b+2c −a−b−c)
and also all these points taken with opposite signs of coordinates.
For the We-orbits Oe(a b 0), Oe(a 0 c) and Oe(0 b c) we have
Oe(a b 0) ∋ ±(a b 0),±(a+b −b b),±(−a a+b 0),±(b −a−b a+b),
±(−a−b a b),±(−b −a a+b),±(−a−2b b 0),±(−a−b −b b),
±(a+2b −a−b 0),±(b a+b −a−b),±(a+b −a−2b b),±(−b a+2b −a−b);
Oe(a 0 c) ∋ ±(a 0 c),±(−a a c),±(0 −a a+c),±(a 2c −c),
±(a+2c −2c c),±(a+2c −a−2c c),±(0 a+2c −a−c),±(−a a+2c −c),
±(2c −a−2c a+c),±(−a−2c a c),±(−2c −a a+c),±(−a−2c 0 c);
Oe(0 b c) ∋ ±(0 b c),±(b −b b+c),±(−b 0 b+c),±(0 b+2c −c),
±(b+2c −b−2c b+c),±(−b−2c 0 b+c),±(−2b−2c b c),±(−b−2c − b b+c),
±(2b+2c −b−2c c),±(b b+2c −b−c),±(b+2c −2b−2c b+c),±(−b 2b+2c −b−c).
The We-orbits Oe(a 0 0), Oe(0 b 0) and Oe(0 0 c) consist of the points
Oe(a 0 0) ∋ ±(a 0 0),±(a −a 0),±(0 a −a);
Oe(0 b 0) ∋ ±(0 b 0),±(b −b b),±(b 0 −b),±(2b −b 0),±(−b −b b),±(b −2b b);
Oe(0 0 c) ∋ ±(0 0 c),±(0 2c −c),±(2c −2c c),±(2c 0 −c).
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4 E-orbit functions
4.1 Definition
E-orbit functions are obtained from the exponential functions e2pii〈λ,x〉, x ∈ En, with fixed
λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λn) by the procedure of symmetrization by means of the even Weyl group We.
E-orbit functions are closely related to symmetric and antisymmetric W -orbit functions. For
this reason, we first define the last functions.
Let W be a Weyl group of transformations of the Euclidean space En. To each element
λ ∈ En from the dominant Weyl chamber (that is, 〈λ, αi〉 ≥ 0 for all simple roots αi) there
corresponds a symmetric orbit function φλ on En, which is given by the formula
φλ(x) =
∑
µ∈O(λ)
e2pii〈µ,x〉, x ∈ En, (4.1)
where O(λ) is the W -orbit of the element λ. The number of summands is equal to the size
|O(λ)| of the orbit O(λ) and we have φλ(0) = |O(λ)|. Sometimes (see, for example, [4] and [5]),
it is convenient to use a modified definition of orbit functions:
φˆλ(x) = |Wλ|φλ(x), (4.2)
where Wλ is a subgroup in W whose elements leave λ fixed. Then for all orbit functions φˆλ we
have φˆλ(0) = |W |. The functions φˆλ(x) can be defined as
φˆλ(x) =
∑
w∈W
e2pii〈µ,x〉.
Antisymmetric orbit functions are defined (see [2] and [6]) for dominant elements λ, which do
not belong to a wall of the dominant Weyl chamber (that is, for strictly dominant elements λ).
The antisymmetric orbit function, corresponding to such an element, is defined as
ϕλ(x) =
∑
w∈W
(detw)e2pii〈wλ,x〉, x ∈ En. (4.3)
A number of summands in (4.3) is equal to the size |W | of the Weyl group W . We have
ϕλ(0) = 0.
E-orbit functions are defined for each element λ of the domain De+ = D+ ∪ rαD+, where D+
is the set of dominant elements of En and α is a root of the root system (we assume that each
point is taken only once). The E-orbit function Eλ(x), λ ∈ De+, is given by the formula
Eλ(x) =
∑
µ∈Oe(λ)
e2pii〈µ,x〉, x ∈ En, (4.4)
where Oe(λ) is the We-orbit of the point λ.
Sometimes, it is convenient to use normalized E-orbit functions defined as
Eˆλ(x) =
∑
w∈We
e2pii〈wλ,x〉. (4.5)
We have Eˆλ(x) = |W λe |Eλ(x), whereW λe is a subgroup of We whose elements leave λ invariant.
Example. E-orbit functions for A1. In this case, there exists only one simple (positive) root α.
We have 〈α,α〉 = 2. Then the relation 2〈ω,α〉/〈α,α〉 = 1 means that 〈ω,α〉 = 1. Therefore,
ω = α/2 and 〈ω, ω〉 = 1/2. We identify points x of E1 ≡ R with θω. The Weyl group W (A1)
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consists of two elements 1 and rα and det rα = −1. The even Weyl group We(A1) consists of
one element 1. For this reason, We-orbit functions ϕλ(x), λ = mω, m ∈ R, in this case coincide
with exponential functions:
Eλ(x) = e
2pii〈mω,θω〉 = epiimθ.
Note that for the symmetric and antisymmetric orbit functions φλ(x) and ϕλ(x) we have
φλ(x) = 2 cos(πmθ), ϕλ(x) = 2i sin(πmθ).
Therefore, φλ(x) = Eλ(x) + E−λ(x) and ϕλ(x) = Eλ(x)− E−λ(x).
4.2 E-orbit functions of A2
Put λ = aω1 + bω2 ≡ (a b) with a > 0, b > 0. Then for ϕλ(x) ≡ ϕ(a b)(x) we receive from (4.3)
that
E(a b)(x) = e
2pii〈(a b),x〉 + e2pii〈(b −a−b),x〉 + e2pii〈(−a−b a),x〉,
E(−a a+b)(x) = e
2pii〈(−a a+b),x〉 + e2pii〈(a+b −b),x〉 + e2pii〈(−b −a),x〉.
Using the representation x = ψ1α1 + ψ2α2, one obtains
E(a b)(x) = e
2pii(aψ1+bψ2) + e2pii(bψ1−(a+b)ψ2) + e2pii((−a−b)ψ1+aψ2), (4.6)
E(−a a+b)(x) = e
2pii(−aψ1+(a+b)ψ2) + e2pii((a+b)ψ1−bψ2) + e2pii(−bψ1−aψ2). (4.7)
An expression for E(a b)(x) depends on a choice of coordinate systems for λ and x. Setting
x = θ1ω1 + θ2ω2 and λ as before, we get
E(a b)(x) = e
2pii
3 ((2a+b)θ1+(a+2b)θ2) + e−
2pii
3 ((a−b)θ1+(2a+b)θ2) + e−
2pii
3 ((a+2b)θ1+(−a+b)θ2),
E(−a a+b)(x) = e
2pii
3 ((−a+b)θ1+(a+2b)θ2) + e
2pii
3 ((2a+b)θ1+(a−b)θ2) + e−
2pii
3 ((a+2b)θ1+(2a+b)θ2).
Similarly one finds that E(a 0)(x) and E(0 b)(x) are of the form
E(a 0)(x) = e
2pii
3 a(2θ1+θ2) + e
2pii
3 a(−θ1+θ2) + e
2pii
3 a(−θ1−2θ2), (4.8)
E(0 b)(x) = e
2pii
3 b(θ1+2θ2) + e
2pii
3 b(θ1−θ2) + e
2pii
3 b(−2θ1−θ2). (4.9)
Note that the pairs E(a b)(x) + E(b a)(x) are always real functions.
4.3 E-orbit functions of C2 and G2
Putting again λ = aω1 + bω2 = (a b), x = θ1ω1 + θ2ω2 and using the matrices S from (2.6),
which are of the form
S(C2) =
1
2
(
1 1
1 2
)
, S(G2) =
1
6
(
6 3
3 2
)
,
we find the orbit functions E(a b)(x) for C2 and G2 with a > 0 and b > 0:
C2 : E(a b)(x) = 2 cos π((a+ b)θ1 + (a+ 2b)θ2) + 2 cos π(bθ1 − aθ2), (4.10)
E(−a a+b)(x) = 2 cos π(bθ1 + (a+ 2b)θ2) + 2 cos π((a+ b)θ1 + aθ2), (4.11)
G2 : E(a b)(x) = 2 cos π(2a + b)θ1 + (a+
2
3b)θ2)
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+ 2 cos π((a+ b)θ1 +
1
3bθ2) + 2 cos π(aθ1 + (a+
1
3b)θ2), (4.12)
E(−a 3a+b)(x) = 2 cos π((a+ b)θ1 + (a+
2
3b)θ2)
+ 2 cos π((2a+ b)θ1 + (a+
1
3b)θ2) + 2 cos π(aθ1 − 13bθ2). (4.13)
When one of the numbers a and b vanishes, then we have
C2 : E(a 0)(x) = 2 cos πa(θ1 + θ2) + 2 cos πaθ2, (4.14)
E(0 b)(x) = 2 cos πb(θ1 + 2θ2) + 2 cos πbθ1, (4.15)
G2 : E(a 0)(x) = 2 cos πa(2θ1 + θ2) + 2 cos πa(θ1 + θ2) + 2 cos πaθ1, (4.16)
E(0 b)(x) = 2 cos πb(θ1 +
2
3θ2) + 2 cos πb(θ1 +
1
3θ2) + 2 cos π
1
3bθ2. (4.17)
As we see, E-functions for C2 and G2 are real.
4.4 E-orbit functions of An
It is difficult to write down an explicit form of E-orbit functions for An, Bn, Cn and Dn in
coordinates with respect to the ω- or α-bases. For this reason, for these cases we use the
orthogonal coordinate systems, described in Section 3.
Let λ = (m1,m2, . . . ,mn+1) be a strictly dominant element for An in orthogonal coordinates
described in Subsection 3.3. Then m1 > m2 > · · · > mn+1. The Weyl group in this case
coincides with the symmetric group Sn+1 and the even Weyl group coincides with the alternating
subgroup Sen+1 of Sn+1. The We-orbit Oe(λ) consists of points (wλ), w ∈ We. Represen-
ting points x ∈ En+1 in the orthogonal coordinate system, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn+1), and using
formula (4.3) we find that
Eλ(x) =
∑
w∈Sen+1
e2pii〈w(m1,...,mn+1),(x1,...,xn+1)〉 =
∑
w∈Sen+1
e2pii((wλ)1x1+···+(wλ)n+1xn+1), (4.18)
where (wλ)1, (wλ)2, . . . , (wλ)n+1 are the orthogonal coordinates of the point wλ.
The second type of E-orbit functions correspond to elements λ = (m1,m2, . . . ,mn+1), for
which m2 > m1 > · · · > mn+1. For this case the E-orbit functions are given by the same
formula (4.18).
If λ = (m1,m2, . . . ,mn+1) is dominant but not strictly dominant (that is, some of mi are
coinciding), then the corresponding E-orbit function is equal to the symmetric orbit function
φ(m1,m2,...,mn+1)(x) and, thus, we have
Eλ(x) =
∑
w∈Sn+1/Sλ
e2pii〈w(m1,...,mn+1),(x1,...,xn+1)〉
=
∑
w∈Sn+1/Sλ
e2pii((wλ)1x1+···+(wλ)n+1xn+1), (4.19)
where Sλ is a subgroup of element of Sn+1 leaving λ invariant.
Note that the element −(mn+1,mn, . . . ,m1) is strictly dominant if the element (m1,m2, . . . ,
mn+1) is strictly dominant. In the Weyl group W (An) there exists an element w0 such that
w0(m1,m2, . . . ,mn+1) = (mn+1,mn, . . . ,m1).
Moreover, we have
detw0 = 1 for A4k−1 and A4k,
detw0 = −1 for A4k+1 and A4k+2.
This means that w0 ∈We for A4k−1 and A4k and w0 6∈We for A4k+1 and A4k+2.
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It follows from here that for A4k−1 and A4k in the expressions for the orbit functions
E(m1,m2,...,mn+1)(x) and E−(mn+1,mn,...,m1)(x) there are summands
e2pii〈w0λ,x〉 = e2pii(mn+1x1+···+m1xn+1) and e−2pii(mn+1x1+···+m1xn+1), (4.20)
respectively, which are complex conjugate to each other.
Similarly, for A4k−1 and A4k, in the expressions (4.18) for the functions E(m1,m2,...,mn+1)(x)
and E−(mn+1,mn,...,m1)(x) all other summands are pairwise complex conjugate. Therefore,
E(m1,m2,...,mn+1)(x) = E−(mn+1,mn,...,m1)(x) (4.21)
for n = 4k − 1, 4k. If to use for λ the coordinates λi = 〈λ, α∨i 〉 in the ω-basis instead of the
orthogonal coordinates mj, then this equation can be written as
E(λ1,...,λn)(x) = E(λn,...,λ1)(x).
If n = 4k + 1 or n = 4k + 2, then the E-orbit function E−(mn+1,mn,...,m1)(x) belongs to
the second type of E-orbit functions. In this case the orbit functions E(m1,m2,...,mn+1)(x) and
E−(mn+1,mn,...,m1)(x) have no common summands. In this case we have
E−rα(mn+1,mn,...,m1)(x) = E(m1,m2,...,mn+1)(x),
where α is a positive root of our root system.
According to (4.21), if
(m1,m2, . . . ,mn+1) = −(mn+1,mn, . . . ,m1) (4.22)
(that is, the element λ has in the ω-basis the coordinates (λ1, λ2, . . . , λ2, λ1)), then the E-orbit
function Eλ is real for n = 4k−1, 4k. This orbit function can be represented as a sum of cosines
of angles.
It is know from Proposition 2 in [7] that in the orthogonal coordinates antisymmetric orbit
functions ϕ(m1,m2,...,mn+1)(x), m1 > m2 > · · · > mn+1, of An can be represented as determinants
of certain matrices:
ϕ(m1,m2,...,mn+1)(x) =det
(
e2piimixj
)n+1
i,j=1
≡ det


e2piim1x1 e2piim1x2 · · · e2piim1xn+1
e2piim2x1 e2piim2x2 · · · e2piim2xn+1
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
e2piimn+1x1 e2piimn+1x2 · · · e2piimn+1xn+1

 . (4.23)
It follows from this formula that the corresponding E-orbit functions E(m1,m2,...,mn+1)(x) and
E(m2,m1,m3,...,mn+1)(x) can be represented as
E(m1,m2,m3,...,mn+1)(x) =
[
det
(
e2piimixj
)n+1
i,j=1
]+
, (4.24)
E(m2,m1,m3,...,mn+1)(x) =
[
det
(
e2piimixj
)n+1
i,j=1
]−
, (4.25)
where [detC]+ and [detC]− mean a parts of the expression for the determinant of C containing
all terms with sigh plus and with sign minus, respectively.
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4.5 E-orbit functions of Bn
Let λ = (m1,m2, . . . ,mn) be a strictly dominant element for Bn in orthogonal coordinates
described in Subsection 3.4. Then m1 > m2 > · · · > mn > 0. The Weyl group W (Bn) consists
of permutations of the coordinates mi with sign alternations of some of them. The even Weyl
groupWe(Bn) consists of those elements of w ∈W (Bn) for which detw = 1. Representing points
x ∈ En also in the orthogonal coordinate system, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), and using formula (4.3)
we find that the antisymmetric orbit function of W (Bn), corresponding to element λ, coincides
with
ϕλ(x) =
∑
εi=±1
∑
w∈Sn
(detw)ε1ε2 · · · εne2pii〈w(ε1m1,...,εnmn),(x1,...,xn)〉
=
∑
εi=±1
∑
w∈Sn
(detw)ε1ε2 · · · εne2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn), (4.26)
where (w(ελ))1, . . . , (w(ελ))n are the orthogonal coordinates of the points w(ελ) if ελ = (ε1m1,
. . . , εnmn).
In order to obtain the corresponding E-orbit function Eλ(x) we have to take in the expres-
sion (4.26) only those terms, for which (detw)ε1ε2 · · · εn = 1. It is easy to see that
Eλ(x) =
∑
εi=±1
′ ∑
w∈Sen
e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn)
+
∑
εi=±1
′′ ∑
w∈Sn\Sen
e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn), (4.27)
where
∑
εi=±1
′ means the sum over εi such that ε1ε2 · · · εn = 1 and
∑
εi=±1
′′ means the sum over
εi such that ε1ε2 · · · εn = −1. The notation Sn\Sen means a complement of Sn to Sen, where, as
before, Sen is the alternating subgroup of Sn.
For the E-orbit function Erαλ(x) we respectively have
Erαλ(x) =
∑
εi=±1
′′ ∑
w∈Sen
e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn)
+
∑
εi=±1
′ ∑
w∈Sn\Sen
e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn), (4.28)
where
∑
εi=±1
′ and
∑
εi=±1
′′ are such as in (4.27).
In W (Bn) there exists an element w− which change signs of all coordinates mi. Then
detw− = 1 if n = 2k and detw− = −1 if n = 2k + 1. Therefore, for each summand
e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn) in the expressions (4.27) for the E-orbit function E(m1,m2,...,mn)(x)
there exists exactly one summand complex conjugate to it, e−2pii(((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn), if
n = 2k. This means that E-orbit functions of Bn are real if n = 2k. These orbit functions can
be represented as sums of cosines of the corresponding angles. If n = 2k+1, then the expression
e−2pii(((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn) is not contained in the E-orbit function E(m1,m2,...,mn)(x). There-
fore, in this case this expression belongs to the E-orbit function of the second type, that is, to
the E-orbit function E(m2,m1,m3,...,mn)(x). We conclude that when n = 2k + 1, then the E-orbit
functions Eλ(x) and Erαλ(x) are pairwise complex conjugate to each other.
If λ is dominant but not strictly dominant, then the E-orbit function Eλ(x) coincides with
the symmetric orbit function φλ(x) and we have
Eλ(x) =
∑
εi=±1
∑
w∈Sn/Sλ
e2pii〈w(ε1m1,...,εnmn),(x1,...,xn)〉
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=
∑
εi=±1
∑
w∈Sn/Sλ
e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn). (4.29)
The summation here is over those εi = ±1 for which mi 6= 0.
4.6 E-orbit functions of Cn
Let λ = (m1,m2, . . . ,mn) be a strictly dominant element for Cn in the orthogonal coordinates
described in Subsection 3.5. Then m1 > m2 > · · · > mn > 0. Representing points x ∈ En also
in the orthogonal coordinate system, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), we find that the antisymmetric orbit
function of W (Cn), corresponding to λ, coincides with
ϕλ(x) =
∑
εi=±1
∑
w∈Sn
(detw)ε1ε2 . . . εne
2pii〈w(ε1m1,...,εnmn),(x1,...,xn)〉
=
∑
εi=±1
∑
w∈Sn
(detw)ε1ε2 · · · εne2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn), (4.30)
where, as above, (w(ελ))1, . . . , (w(ελ))n are the orthogonal coordinates of the points w(ελ),
where ελ = (ε1m1, . . . , εnmn).
In order to obtain the corresponding E-orbit function Eλ(x) we have to take in the expres-
sion (4.30) only those terms, for which (detw)ε1ε2 · · · εn = 1. It is easy to see that
Eλ(x) =
∑
εi=±1
′ ∑
w∈Sen
e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn)
+
∑
εi=±1
′′ ∑
w∈Sn\Sen
e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn), (4.31)
where
∑
εi=±1
′ means the sum over εi such that ε1ε2 · · · εn = 1 and
∑
εi=±1
′′ means the sum over
εi such that ε1ε2 · · · εn = −1. The notation Sn\Sen means a complement of Sn to Sen. For the
E-orbit functions Erαλ(x) we have the expression
Eλ(x) =
∑
εi=±1
′′ ∑
w∈Sen
e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn)
+
∑
εi=±1
′ ∑
w∈Sn\Sen
e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn), (4.32)
where
∑
εi=±1
′ and
∑
εi=±1
′′ are such as in (4.31).
In W (Cn) there exists an element w− which change signs of all coordinates mi. Then
detw− = 1 if n = 2k and detw− = −1 if n = 2k + 1. Therefore, for each summand
e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn) in the expressions (4.31) for the E-orbit function E(m1,m2,...,mn)(x)
there exists exactly one summand complex conjugate to it, e−2pii(((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn), if
n = 2k. This means that E-orbit functions of Cn are real if n = 2k. This orbit function of Cn
can be represented as a sum of cosines of the corresponding angles. If n = 2k + 1, then the
expression e−2pii(((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn) is contained in the E-orbit function Erα(m1,m2,...,mn)(x).
We conclude that when n = 2k + 1, then the E-orbit functions Eλ(x) and Erαλ(x) are pairwise
complex conjugate to each other.
If λ is dominant but not strictly dominant, then the E-orbit function Eλ(x) coincides with
the symmetric orbit function φλ(x) and we have
Eλ(x) =
∑
εi=±1
∑
w∈Sn/Sλ
e2pii〈w(ε1m1,...,εnmn),(x1,...,xn)〉
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=
∑
εi=±1
∑
w∈Sn/Sλ
e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn), (4.33)
where the summation is over those εi = ±1 for which mi 6= 0.
Note that in the orthogonal coordinates expressions for the E-orbit functions E(m1,m2,...,mn)(x)
of Cn coincide with the expressions for the corresponding E-orbit functions E(m1,m2,...,mn)(x)
of Bn. However, α-coordinates of the element (m1,m2, . . . ,mn) for Cn do not coincide with
α-coordinates of the element (m1,m2, . . . ,mn) for Bn, that is, in α-coordinates expressions for
the corresponding E-orbit functions of Bn and Cn are different.
4.7 E-orbit functions of Dn
Let λ = (m1,m2, . . . ,mn) be a strictly dominant element for Dn in the orthogonal coordinates
described in Subsection 3.6. Then m1 > m2 > · · · > mn−1 > |mn|. The Weyl group W (Dn)
consists of permutations of the coordinates with sign alternations of even number of them. The
even Weyl groupWe(Dn) consists of even permutations of the coordinates with sign alternations
of even number of them.
Representing points x ∈ En also in the orthogonal coordinate system, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn),
and using formula (4.3) we find that the antisymmetric orbit function ϕλ(x) of Dn is given by
the formula
ϕλ(x) =
∑
εi=±1
′ ∑
w∈Sn
(detw)e2pii〈w(ε1m1,...,εnmn),(x1,...,xn)〉
=
∑
εi=±1
′ ∑
w∈Sn
(detw)e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn), (4.34)
where (w(ελ))1, . . . , (w(ελ))n are the orthogonal coordinates of the points w(ελ) and the prime
at the sum symbol means that the summation is over values of εi with even number of sign
minus. We have taken into account that an alternation of coordinates without any permutation
does not change a determinant.
Therefore, if λ is strictly dominant, then the E-orbit function Eλ(x) is of the form
Eλ(x) =
∑
εi=±1
′ ∑
w∈Sen
e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn), (4.35)
where Sen is the even part of the symmetric group Sn and the first sum is such as in (4.34). For
the corresponding E-orbit functions Erαλ(x) we have
Erαλ(x) =
∑
εi=±1
′ ∑
w∈Sn\Sen
e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn), (4.36)
where the first sum is such as in (4.35).
Letmn 6= 0. Then in the expressions (4.35) for the E-orbit function E(m1,m2,...,mn)(x) ofDn=2k
for each summand e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn) there exists exactly one summand complex con-
jugate to it. This means that these E-orbit functions of D2k are real. Each orbit function of D2k
can be represented as a sum of cosines of the corresponding angles.
It is also proved by using (4.35) that for mn 6= 0 the E-orbit functions E(m1,...,m2k ,m2k+1)(x)
and E(m1,...,m2k,−m2k+1)(x) of D2k+1 are complex conjugate.
If mn = 0, then it follows from (4.35) that E-orbit functions Eλ(x) of Dn are real and can
be represented as a sum of cosines of certain angles.
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For dominant, but not strictly dominant, elements λ the E-orbit functions coincide with the
corresponding symmetric orbit functions and we have
Eλ(x) =
∑
εi=±1
′ ∑
w∈Sn/Sλ
e2pii〈w(ε1m1,...,εnmn),(x1,...,xn)〉
=
∑
εi=±1
′ ∑
w∈Sn/Sλ
e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn), (4.37)
where Sλ is the subgroup of Sn consisting of elements leaving λ invariant.
Note that in the expressions (4.37) for the orbit function E(m1,m2,...,mn)(x) of D2k for each
summand e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn) there exists exactly one summand complex conjugate to
it. This means that all orbit functions of D2k are real. Each orbit function of D2k can be
represented as a sum of cosines of the corresponding angles.
It also follows from (4.37) that for D2k+1 the E-orbit function E(m1,m2,...,mn)(x) is real if
and only if the condition m2k+1 = 0 is fulfilled. The E-orbit functions E(m1,...,m2k,m2k+1)(x) and
E(m1,...,m2k ,−m2k+1)(x) of D2k+1 are complex conjugate.
5 Properties of E-orbit functions
5.1 Invariance with respect to the even Weyl group
Since the scalar product 〈·, ·〉 in En is invariant with respect to the Weyl group W , that is,
〈wx,wy〉 = 〈x, y〉, w ∈W, x, y ∈ En,
it is invariant with respect to the even Weyl group We, which is a subgroup of W . It follows
from here that E-orbit functions Eλ for strictly dominant elements λ are invariant with respect
to We, that is,
Eλ(w
′x) = Eλ(x), w
′ ∈We.
Indeed, this relation is equivalent to the relation Eˆλ(w
′x) = Eˆλ(x) for the functions (4.5). For
Eˆλ(x) we have
Eˆλ(w
′x) =
∑
w∈We
e2pii〈wλ,w
′x〉 =
∑
w∈We
e2pii〈w
′−1wλ,x〉 =
∑
w∈We
(detw)e2pii〈wλ,x〉 = Eˆλ(x)
since w′−1w runs over the whole group We when w runs over We.
In the same way it is shown that the corresponding E-orbit functions Erαλ(x), where λ is as
above and α is a root, is invariant with respect to We.
If λ is dominant, but not strictly dominant, then Eλ(x) coincides with the corresponding
symmetric orbit function, which is invariant with respect to the Weyl group W , and therefore
with respect to We.
5.2 Invariance with respect to the even affine Weyl group
If λ belongs to the set of dominant integral elements P+ or to rαP+, then Eλ(x) is invariant
with respect to the even affine group W affe . Recall that W
aff
e is a semidirect product of the even
Weyl group We and the group Qˆ of translations by elements of the dual root system Q
∨. In
order to prove this invariance of E-orbit functions Eλ(x) we need only to prove their invariance
with respect to the subgroup Qˆ. For this we note that for µ ∈ P and for ν ∈ Q∨ we have
〈µ, x+ ν〉 = 〈µ, x〉+ 〈µ, ν〉 = 〈µ, x〉+ integer.
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Hence,
Eλ(x+ ν) = |Wλ|−1
∑
w∈We
e2pii〈wλ,x+ν〉 = |Wλ|−1
∑
w∈We
e2pii〈λ,x〉 = Eλ(x), (5.1)
where Wλ is the subgroup of We consisting of elements w such that wλ = λ. Thus, Eλ(x) is
invariant with respect to the even affine Weyl group W affe .
If λ 6∈ P , then Eλ is not invariant with respect to W affe . It is invariant only under action by
elements of the even Weyl group We.
Due to the invariance of E-orbit functions Eλ, λ ∈ P+, with respect to the group W affe , it is
enough to consider them only on the even fundamental domain Fe of W
aff
e (see Subsection 2.6).
Values of Eλ on other points of En are determined by using the action of W
aff
e on Fe or taking
a limit.
5.3 Relation to symmetric and antisymmetric orbit functions
E-orbit functions are closely related to symmetric and antisymmetric orbit functions φλ(x)
and ϕλ(x). We have seen that if λ is lying on a wall of the dominant Weyl chamber, then
Eλ(x) = φλ(x). (5.2)
Since the Weyl group W can be represented as a union of the even Weyl group We and of
the set rαWe,
W =We
⋃
rαWe,
then it follows from the definitions of symmetric and antisymmetric orbit functions that for
strictly dominant λ we have
φλ(x) = Eλ(x) + Erαλ(x), (5.3)
ϕλ(x) = Eλ(x)− Erαλ(x). (5.4)
It follows from here that for such α one gets
Eλ(x) =
1
2
(φλ(x) + ϕλ(x)) , (5.5)
Erαλ(x) =
1
2
(φλ(x)− ϕλ(x)) . (5.6)
It is directly derived from (5.3)–(5.6) that the relations
φ2λ(x)− ϕ2λ(x) = 4Eλ(x)Erαλ(x), (5.7)
φ2λ(x) + ϕ
2
λ(x) = 2(E
2
λ(x) + E
2
rαλ(x)) (5.8)
are true, where λ is strictly dominant.
5.4 Continuity
An E-orbit function Eλ(x) is a finite sum of exponential functions. Therefore, it is continuous
and has continuous derivatives of all orders on the Euclidean space En.
Antisymmetric orbit functions ϕλ vanish on the boundary of the fundamental domain F (W )
of the Weyl group W . The normal derivative ∂n of symmetric orbit functions φλ to the bound-
ary ∂F (W ) of the fundamental domain F (W ) equals zero. The reason of these properties is
(anti)symmetry with respect to the reflections with respect to walls of the dominant Weyl cham-
ber. These reflections do not belong to We and, therefore, E-orbit functions do not have these
properties.
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5.5 Scaling symmetry
Let Oe(λ) be an E-orbit of λ, λ ∈ D+. Since w(cλ) = cw(λ) for any c ∈ R and for any w ∈We,
then the orbit Oe(cλ) is an orbit consisting of the points cwλ, w ∈ We. Let Eλ =
∑
w∈We
e2piiwλ
be the E-orbit function for λ ∈ D+. Then
Ecλ(x) = |Wλ|−1
∑
w∈We
e2pii〈cwλ,x〉 = |Wλ|−1
∑
w∈We
e2pii〈wλ,cx〉 = Eλ(cx).
The equality Ecλ(x) = Eλ(cx) expresses the scaling symmetry of E-orbit functions.
5.6 Duality
Due to the invariance of the scalar product 〈·, ·〉 with respect to the even Weyl group We,
〈wµ,wy〉 = 〈µ, y〉, for E-orbit functions Eˆλ(x) (see Subsection 4.1) we have
Eˆλ(x) =
∑
w∈We
e2pii〈λ,w
−1x〉 =
∑
w∈We
e2pii〈λ,wx〉 = Eˆx(λ).
It is easy to see that this relation is also true for E-orbit functions Eλ(x). The relation Eλ(x) =
Ex(λ) expresses the duality of E-orbit functions.
E-orbit functions have also the following property
Erαλ(x) = Eλ(rαx), (5.9)
where α is a root of the corresponding root system. This relation follows from the fact that
rαWe =Werα and from the equalities
Eˆrαλ(x) =
∑
w∈We
e2pii〈wrαλ,x〉 =
∑
w∈We
e2pii〈rαwλ,x〉 =
∑
w∈We
e2pii〈wλ,rαx〉 = Eˆλ(rαx),
where λ is strictly dominant.
5.7 Orthogonality
If values of λ are integral points lying inside of the fundamental domain Fe of the even affine
Weyl group W affe , then the corresponding E-orbit functions are orthogonal on the closure Fe of
the fundamental domain Fe with respect to the Euclidean measure:
|Fe|−1
∫
Fe
Eλ(x)Eλ′(x)dx = |We|δλλ′ , (5.10)
where the overbar over Eλ′(x) means complex conjugation. This relation directly follows from
the orthogonality of the exponential functions e2pii〈µ,x〉 (entering into the definition of E-orbit
functions) for different weights µ and from the fact that a given element ν ∈ P belongs to
precisely one E-orbit function. In (5.10), |Fe| means an area of the domain Fe.
Sometimes, it is difficult to find the area |Fe|. In this case it is useful the following form of
the formula (5.10):∫
T
Eλ(x)Eλ′(x)dx = |We|δλλ′ ,
where T is the torus in En described in Subsection 9.1 of [8]. If to assume that an area of T is
equal to 1, |T| = 1, then |Fe| = |We|−1 and formula (5.10) takes the form∫
Fe
Eλ(x)Eλ′(x)dx = δλλ′ . (5.11)
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If λ is an integral point which lies on a wall of the even dominant Weyl chamber De+, then
instead of (5.11) we have the relation∫
Fe
Eλ(x)Eλ′(x)dx = |Wλ|−1δλλ′ , (5.12)
where Wλ is the subgroup of We consisting of elements w ∈We such that wλ = λ.
5.8 Solutions of the Laplace equation: the cases An, Bn, Cn and Dn
We use orthogonal coordinates x1, x2, . . . , xn+1 in the case of An and the orthogonal coordinates
x1, x2, . . . , xn in the cases Bn, Cn and Dn (see section 3). The Laplace operator on Er in the
orthogonal coordinates has the form
∆ =
∂2
∂x21
+
∂2
∂x22
+ · · ·+ ∂
2
∂x2r
,
where r = n + 1 for An and r = n for Bn, Cn and Dn. Let us consider the case Bn. We take
a summand from the expression (4.26) for the E-orbit function Eλ(x) of Bn and act upon it by
the operator ∆. We get
∆e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn)
= −4π2[(ε1m1)2 + · · · + (εnmn)2]e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn)
= −4π2(m21 + · · · +m2n)e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn)
= −4π2〈λ, λ〉 e2pii((w(ελ))1x1+···+(w(ελ))nxn),
where λ = (m1,m2, . . . ,mn) is the element of D
e
+(Bn), determining Eλ(x), in the orthogonal
coordinates and w ∈ Sen ≡ Sn/S2. Since this action of ∆ does not depend on a summand
from (4.26), we have
∆Eλ(x) = −4π2〈λ, λ〉Eλ(x). (5.13)
For An, Cn and Dn this formula also holds and the corresponding proofs are the same. Remark
that in the case An the scalar product 〈λ, λ〉 is equal to
〈λ, λ〉 = m21 +m22 + · · · +m2n+1.
Thus, E-orbit functions are eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator on the Euclidean space Er.
5.9 The Laplace operator in ω-basis
We may parametrize points of E − n by coordinates in the ω-basis: x = θ1ω1 + · · · + θnωn.
Denoting by ∂k partial derivative with respect to θk, we have the Laplace operator ∆ in the
form
∆ =
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
〈αj , αj〉−1Mij∂i∂j , (5.14)
where (Mij) is the corresponding Cartan matrix. One can see that it is indeed the Laplace
operator as follows. The matrix (Sij) = (〈αj , αj〉−1Mij) is symmetric with respect to transpo-
sition and its determinant is positive. Hence it can be diagonalized, so that ∆ becomes a sum
of second derivatives with no mixed derivative terms.
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We write down explicit form of the Laplace operators in coordinates in the ω-basis for ranks 2
and 3. For rank two the operator ∆ is of the form
A2 : (∂
2
1 − ∂1∂2 + ∂22)Eλ(x) = −4pi
2
3 (a
2 + ab+ b2)Eλ(x), (5.15)
C2 : (2∂
2
1 − 2∂1∂2 + ∂22)Eλ(x) = −2π2(a2 + 4ab+ 4b2)Eλ(x), (5.16)
G2 : (∂
2
1 − 3∂1∂2 + 3∂22)Eλ(x) = −4pi
2
3 (3a
2 + 3ab+ b2)Eλ(x). (5.17)
Here, λ = (a b) and x = (θ1 θ2).
In the semisimple case A1 ×A1 one has M = 2 ( 1 00 1 ), therefore ∆ = 2∂21 + 2∂22 , and Eλ(x) is
the product of two E-orbit functions, one from each A1.
There are three 3-dimensional cases, namely A3, B3, and C3. For A3, B3, and C3 the result
can be represented by the formulas
A3 : ∆ = ∂
2
1 + ∂
2
2 + ∂
2
3 − ∂1∂2 − ∂2∂3,
B3 : ∆ = ∂
2
1 + ∂
2
2 + 2∂
2
3 − ∂1∂2 − 2∂2∂3,
C3 : ∆ = 2∂
2
1 + 2∂
2
2 + 2∂
2
3 − 2∂1∂2 − 2∂2∂3. (5.18)
In all these case we have
∆Eλ(x) = −4π2〈λ, λ〉Eλ(x). (5.19)
5.10 E-orbit functions as eigenfunctions of other operators
E-orbit functions are eigenfunctions of many other operators. Let us consider examples of such
operators.
With each y ∈ En we associate the shift operator Ty which acts on the exponential functions
e2pii〈λ,x〉 as
Tye
2pii〈λ,x〉 = e2pii〈λ,x+y〉 = e2pii〈λ,y〉e2pii〈λ,x〉.
An action of elements of the even Weyl group We on functions, given on En, is given as wf(x) =
f(wx). For each y ∈ En we define an operator acting on orbit functions by the formula
Dy =
∑
w∈We
(detw)wTy .
Then
DyEˆλ(x) = Dy
∑
w∈W
e2pii〈wλ,x〉 =
∑
w′∈We
∑
w∈We
e2pii〈wλ,y〉e2pii〈wλ,w
′x〉
=
∑
w∈We
e2pii〈wλ,y〉
∑
w′∈We
e2pii〈wλ,w
′x〉 =
∑
w∈We
e2pii〈wλ,y〉
∑
w′∈We
e2pii〈w
′−1wλ,x〉
=
∑
w∈We
e2pii〈wλ,y〉Eˆλ(x) = Eˆλ(y)Eˆλ(x),
that is, Eˆλ(x) (and therefore Eλ(x)) is an eigenfunction of the operatorDy with eigenvalue Eˆλ(y).
It is shown similarly that in the cases of An, Bn, Cn,Dn the functions Eλ(x) are eigenfunctions
of the operators
∑
w∈We
w
∂2
∂x2i
, i = 1, 2, . . . , r,
where x1, x2, . . . , xr are orthogonal coordinates of the point x, r = n + 1 for An and r = n for
other cases. In fact, these operators are multiple to the Laplace operator ∆.
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6 Decomposition of products of E-orbit functions
In this section we show how to decompose products of E-orbit functions into sums of E-orbit
functions. Such operations are fulfilled by means of the corresponding decompositions of We-
orbits.
6.1 Products of orbit functions
Invariance of E-orbit functions Eλ with respect to the even Weyl groupWe leads to the following
statement:
Proposition 1. A product of E-orbit functions expands into a sum of We-orbit functions:
EλEµ =
∑
ν
nνEν , (6.1)
where nν are non-negative integers, which shows how many times the orbit function Eν is con-
tained in the product EλEµ.
Proof. For w ∈We we have
Eλ(wx)Eµ(wx) = Eλ(x)Eµ(x).
Therefore, the product Eλ(x)Eµ(x) is a finite sum of exponential functions, which is invariant
with respect toWe. Hence, it can be expanded into E-orbit functions. Representing the product
Eλ(x)Eµ(x) as a sum of exponential functions we see that these exponential functions enter into
this sum with positive integral coefficients. This means that coefficients nν in (6.1) are non-
negative integers. The proposition is proved. 
Under termwise multiplication of E-orbit functions Eλ(x) and Eµ(x) we multiply exponential
functions,
e2pii〈ν,x〉e2pii〈ν
′,x〉 = e2pii〈ν+ν
′,x〉.
This reduces the procedure of multiplication of E-orbit functions Eλ(x) and Eµ(x) to the pro-
cedure of multiplication of the corresponding We-orbits Oe(λ) and Oe(µ). A product of these
orbits is defined as follows.
A product Oe(λ)⊗Oe(λ′) of twoWe-orbits Oe(λ) and Oe(λ′) is the set of all points of the form
λ1+λ2, where λ1 ∈ Oe(λ) and λ2 ∈ Oe(λ′). Since a set of points λ1+λ2, λ1 ∈ Oe(λ), λ2 ∈ Oe(λ′),
is invariant with respect to action of the corresponding even Weyl group We, each product of
We-orbits is decomposable into a sum of We-orbits. If λ = 0, then Oe(λ) ⊗ Oe(λ′) = Oe(λ′).
If λ′ = 0, then Oe(λ) ⊗ Oe(λ′) = Oe(λ). In what follows we assume that λ 6= 0 and λ′ 6= 0.
Decomposition of products of two We-orbits into separate We-orbits is not a simple task.
6.2 Decomposition of products of We-orbits
If Oe(λ) and Oe(λ
′) are two We-orbits such that λ and λ
′ are dominant and lie on walls of the
dominant Weyl chamber, then these orbits in fact coincide with the correspondingW -orbits O(λ)
and O(λ′), respectively. In this case we can apply to this product a procedure of decomposition
of a product ofW -orbits (see Section 4 in [7]). Decomposing this product intoW -orbits, we make
further the following. If a resulting W -orbit O(µ) is such that µ lies on a wall of the dominant
Weyl chamber, then O(µ) is We-orbit, and Oe(µ) is contained in the product Oe(λ)⊗Oe(λ′) of
We-orbits with a multiplicity equal to a multiplicity ofW -orbit O(µ) in the productO(µ)⊗O(µ′).
If a resulting W -orbit O(µ) is such that µ does not lie on a wall of the dominant Weyl chamber,
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then this W -orbit consists of two We-orbit Oe(µ) and O(rαµ). Moreover, multiplicities of these
We-orbits are determined as in the previous case. Thus, in our case a decomposition ofWe-orbits
is completely determined by a decomposition of the corresponding W -orbits.
Let now the We-orbits Oe(λ) and Oe(λ
′) be such that λ is on a wall of the dominant Weyl
chamber and λ′ is a strictly dominant element. Then Oe(λ) can be considered as W -orbit O(λ).
Instead of theWe-orbitOe(λ
′) we consider the signedW -orbitO±(λ′). (This signed orbit consists
of two We-orbits Oe(λ) and Oe(rαλ), and points of Oe(rαλ) are taken with the sign minus.) Our
problem of decomposition of the product Oe(λ) ⊗ Oe(λ′) is reduced to decomposition of the
product O(λ) ⊗ O±(λ′) of a W -orbit and a signed W -orbit. Decompositions of such products
are studied in Section 7 in [8]. The product O(λ)⊗O±(λ′) decomposes into signed orbits, which
are taken with sign plus or sign minus, that is,
O(λ)⊗O±(λ′) =
⋃
µ
nµO
±(µ),
where nµ are positive or negative integers. Now a result for decomposition of the productOe(λ)⊗
Oe(λ
′) can be formulated as follows. If a sign orbit O±(µ) is contained in the decomposition of
O(λ)⊗O±(λ′) with positive coefficient nµ, then the productOe(λ)⊗Oe(λ′) contains theWe-orbit
Oe(µ) with multiplicity nµ. If an orbit O
±(µ) is contained in decomposition of O(λ) ⊗ O±(λ′)
with negative coefficient nµ, then the product Oe(λ) ⊗ Oe(λ′) contains the We-orbit Oe(rαµ)
with multiplicity −nµ. This procedure determines in the decomposition of Oe(λ) ⊗ Oe(λ′) all
We-orbits Oe(µ) and Oe(rαµ) for which µ is strictly positive and does not give We-orbits Oe(µ)
with µ lying on a wall of the dominant Weyl chamber.
In order to find in the decomposition Oe(λ) ⊗ Oe(λ′) the We-orbits Oe(µ) with µ lying on
a wall of the dominant Weyl chamber, along with the product O(λ)⊗O±(λ′) we have to consider
also the product O(λ)⊗O(λ′) of W -orbit functions (which are not signed orbits).
Below we consider the case of products Oe(λ) ⊗ Oe(λ′) of We-orbits, when λ and λ′ do not
lie on walls of even dominant Weyl chamber. For simplicity we consider the case when λ and λ′
are strictly dominant.
Let Oe(λ) = {wλ|w ∈ We} and Oe(µ) = {wµ|w ∈ We} be two We-orbits with strictly
dominant λ and µ. Then
Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ) = {wλ + w′µ|w,w′ ∈We}
= {wλ+w1µ|w∈We} ∪ {wλ+w2µ|w∈We} ∪ · · · ∪ {wλ+wsµ|w∈We}, (6.2)
where w1, w2, . . . , ws is the set of elements of We. Since a product of We-orbits is invariant with
respect to We, for decomposition of the product Oe(λ) ⊗ Oe(µ) into separate We-orbits it is
necessary to separate from each term of the right hand side of (6.2) elements, which belong to
the even Weyl chamber De+. That is, Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ) is a union of the We-orbits, determined by
points from
De({wλ+ w1µ|w ∈We}), D({wλ + w2µ|w ∈We}), . . . ,De({wλ+ wsµ|w ∈We}), (6.3)
where De({wλ+wiµ|w ∈We}) means the set of elements in the collection {wλ+wiµ|w ∈We}
belonging to De+.
Proposition 2. Let λ and µ be elements of De+, which do not lie on walls of D
e
+. The product
Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ) consists only of We-orbits of the form Oe(|wλ+µ|), w ∈We, where |wλ+µ| is an
element of De+ in the We-orbit containing wλ+ µ. Moreover, each such We-orbit Oe(|wλ+ µ|),
w ∈We, belongs to the product Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ).
Proof. For each dominant element wλ+wiµ from (6.3) there exists an element w
′′ ∈We such
that w′′(wλ + wiµ) = w
′λ + µ. It means that wλ + wiµ is of the form |w′λ + µ|, w′ ∈ We.
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Conversely, take any element wλ + µ, w ∈ We. It belongs to the product Oe(λ) ⊗ Oe(µ). This
means that |wλ+µ| also belongs to this product. Therefore, the orbit Oe(|wλ+µ|) is contained
in Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ). Proposition is proved. 
It follows from Proposition 2 that for decomposition of the product Oe(λ) ⊗ Oe(µ) into
separate orbits we have to take all elements wλ + µ, w ∈ We, and to find the corresponding
dominant elements |wλ+ µ|, w ∈We.
For λ and µ from Proposition 2 the product Oe(λ) ⊗ Oe(µ) contains We-orbits with multi-
plicities 1, that is,
Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ) =
⋃
w∈We
Oe(|wλ + µ|). (6.4)
If λ and µ lie on walls of De+, then some orbits can be contained in the decomposition of
Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ) with a multiplicity. The most difficult problem under consideration of products
of orbits is to find these multiplicities.
Formulas (6.2) and (6.3) are related to decompositions of products Oe(λ) ⊗ Oe(µ), when λ
and µ do not lie on walls of the domain De+. Now we assume that λ or/and µ may lie on walls
of De+. Then formula (6.2) is replaced by
Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ) = {wλ + w′µ|w ∈We/Wλ, w′ ∈We/Wµ}
= {w+w1µ|w∈We/Wλ} ∪ {wλ+w2µ|w∈We/Wλ} ∪ · · · ∪ {wλ+wrµ|w∈We/Wλ}, (6.5)
where Wλ is the subgroup of We consisting of elements leaving λ invariant and w1, w2, . . . , wr is
the set of elements ofWe/Wµ. In this case, Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ) is a union of theWe-orbits, determined
by points from
De({wλ+ w1µ|w ∈We/Wλ}), D({wλ+ w2µ|w ∈We/Wλ}), . . . ,
De({wλ + wrµ|w ∈We/Wλ}), (6.6)
where De({wλ + wiµ|w ∈We}) has the same sense as in (6.3).
Proposition 3. Let Oe(λ) and Oe(µ), λ, µ ∈ De+, be We-orbits such that λ 6= 0 and µ 6= 0,
and let elements wλ + µ, w ∈ We/Wλ, belong to D+e and do not belong to walls of even Weyl
dominant chamber De+. Then
Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ) =
⋃
w∈We/Wλ
Oe(wλ+ µ). (6.7)
Proof. Under the conditions of the proposition the set of elements wλ + µ, w ∈ We/Wλ, is
contained in the first set of (6.6) if w1 coincides with the identical transformation. Moreover,
Wwλ+µ ≡ {w′ ∈We;w′(wλ+µ) = wλ+µ} = {1} for all elements w ∈We. Then µ does not lies
on the boundary of D+e , that is, Wµ = {1}. Let us show that the collection (6.6) contains only
one non-empty set D({wλ + µ|w ∈ We/Wλ}). Indeed, let wλ + wiµ, wi 6= 1, belongs to D+e .
Then
w−1i (wλ+ wiµ) = w
−1
i wλ+ µ ∈ De+.
Since Ww−1i wλ+µ
= {1}, then w−1i (wλ+wiµ) is an intrinsic point of De+. Therefore, wλ+wiµ 6∈
De+. This contradicts to the condition that wλ+ wiµ ∈ De+ and, therefore, the collection (6.6)
contains only one non-empty set. The set of orbits, corresponding to the points ofD({wλ+µ|w ∈
We/Wλ}), coincides with the right hand side of (6.7). Proposition is proved. 
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Proposition 4. If λ, µ ∈ De+, then Oe(λ) ⊗ Oe(µ) consists only of We-orbits of the form
Oe(|wλ + µ|), w ∈ We/Wλ, where |wλ + µ| is an element of De+ in the We-orbit containing
wλ+ µ. Moreover, each such We-orbit Oe(|wλ+ µ|) belongs to the product Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ).
Proof is similar to that of Proposition 2 and we omit it.
Under conditions of Proposition 4 the relation (6.4) in general is not true. The simplest
counterexample is when µ = 0. Then according to this formula Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ) = Oe(λ)∪Oe(λ)∪
· · · ∪Oe(λ) (|We/Wλ times). However, as we know, Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ) = Oe(λ).
Proposition 3 states that instead of (6.4) we have
Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ) ⊆
⋃
w∈We
Oe(|wλ + µ|). (6.8)
Note that some orbits on the right hand side can coincide.
Proposition 5. Let Oe(µ) and Oe(µ) be We-orbits such that λ 6= 0 and µ 6= 0, and let all
elements wλ+ µ, w ∈We, belong to De+. Then
Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ) =
⋃
w∈W/Wλ
nwλ+µOe(wλ+ µ),
where nwλ+µ = |Wwλ+µ|.
Proof. Since λ 6= 0, all elements wλ+ µ, w ∈ We/Wλ, belong to D+e if and only if Wµ = {1}.
Then on the right hand side of (6.5) there are |We| terms. If the element wλ+µ belongs to D+e
and does not lie on a wall, that is, Wwλ+µ = {1}, then this element is met only in one term.
This means that the multiplicity nwλ+µ of Oe(wλ + µ) in the product Oe(λ) ⊗ Oe(µ) is 1. If
wλ + µ is placed on some wall of De+, then it is met in nwλ+µ = |Wwλ+µ| terms (since the
elements w′wλ+w′µ, w′ ∈Wwλ+µ, belong to pairwise different terms in (6.5)). Therefore, there
are nwλ+µ orbits Oe(wλ+µ) in the decomposition of Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ). Proposition is proved. 
Proposition 6. If Wµ = {1} and none of the points wλ + µ, w ∈ We/Wλ, lies on a wall of
some even Weyl chamber, then
Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ) =
⋃
w∈We/Wλ
Oe(|wλ+ µ|).
Proof. For the product Oe(λ)×Oe(µ) the inclusion
Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ) ⊆
⋃
w∈We
Oe(|wλ + µ|) (6.9)
holds. Each orbit Oe(|wλ + µ|), w ∈ We/Wλ, has |We| elements and is contained in Oe(λ) ⊗
Oe(µ). Therefore, numbers of elements in both sides of (6.9) coincide. This means that the
inclusion (6.9) is in fact an equality. Proposition is proved. 
We formulate a conjecture concerning decomposition of products of We-orbits.
Conjecture. Let Oe(λ) and Oe(µ), λ 6= 0, µ 6= 0, be orbits, and let µ belong to D+e and do not
lie on a wall of De+. If for some w ∈We the element wλ+ µ belongs to D+e and does not lie on
a wall, then a multiplicity of Oe(wλ+ µ) in Oe(λ)⊗Oe(µ) is 1.
At the end of this subsection we formulate a method for decomposition of products Oe(λ)⊗
Oe(µ), which follows from the statement of Proposition 4. On the first step we shift all points
of the orbit Oe(λ) by µ. As a result, we obtain the set of points wλ + µ, w ∈ We. On the
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second step, we map elements of this set, which do not belong to D+e , by elements of the even
Weyl group We to the chamber D
+
e . On this step we obtain the set |wλ + µ|, w ∈ We. Then
by Proposition 4, Oe(λ) ⊗ Oe(µ) consists of the orbits Oe(|wλ + µ|). On the third step, we
determine multiplicities of these orbits, taking into account the above propositions or making
direct calculations.
6.3 Decomposition of products for A2
We give examples of decompositions of products of We-orbits for the cases A2 and C2. Orbits
for these cases are placed on a plane. Therefore, decompositions can be done by geometrical
calculations on this plane. These cases can be easily considered also by using for orbit points
orthogonal coordinates from Section 3. The corresponding even Weyl groups have a simple
description in these coordinates and this gives a possibility to make calculations in a simple
manner.
For the case of A2 at a 6= b, a > 0, b > 0, and at c > 0 we have
A2 : Oe(a b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(a+c b) ∪Oe(a−c b+c)
∪Oe(−a−b+c a) (a > c > b),
Oe(a b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(a+c b) ∪Oe(a−c b+c) ∪Oe(a b−c) (a > c, b > c),
Oe(a b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(a+c b) ∪O(−a−b+c a)) ∪Oe(0 a+ b) (a = c > b),
Oe(a b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(a+c b) ∪Oe(a b−c) ∪Oe(0 a+ b) (b > a = c),
Oe(a b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(a+c b) ∪Oe(a−c b+c) ∪Oe(a 0) (a < b = c),
Oe(a b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(a+c b) ∪Oe(a−c b+c)
∪Oe(c−a−b a) (c > a+ b),
Oe(a b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(a+c b) ∪O±(a−c b+c)
∪O±(−a−b+c b) (a+ b > c > b),
Oe(a b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(a+c b) ∪Oe(a−c b+c) ∪Oe(a b−c) (a+ b > b > c),
A2 : Oe(−a a+b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(−a−c a+b+c) ∪Oe(c−a a+b)
∪Oe(a+b−c c−b) (a > c > b),
Oe(−a a+b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(−a−c a+b+c) ∪Oe(c−a a+b)
∪Oe(−a a+b−c) (a > c, b > c),
Oe(−a a+b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(−a−c a+b+c) ∪Oe(a+b−c c−b))
∪Oe(0 a+ b) (a = c > b),
Oe(−a a+b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(−a−c a+b+c) ∪Oe(−a a+b−c)
∪Oe(0 a+ b) (b > a = c),
Oe(−a a+b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(−a−c a+b+c) ∪Oe(c−a a+b)
∪Oe(a 0) (a < b = c),
Oe(−a a+b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(−a−c a+b+c) ∪Oe(c−a a+b)
∪Oe(a+b−c c−b) (c > a+ b),
Oe(−a a+b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(−a−c a+b+c) ∪Oe(c−a a+b)
∪Oe(a+b−c c−a) (a+ b > c > b),
Oe(−a a+b)⊗O(c 0) = Oe(−a−c a+b+c) ∪Oe(c−a a+b)
∪Oe(−a a+b−c) (a+ b > b > c).
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Note that (−a a+b) belongs to De+ and does not belong to D+. If a = b, then we get
Oe(a a)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(a+c a) ∪Oe(c−2a a) ∪Oe(a−c a+c) (c > 2a),
Oe(a a)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(a+c a) ∪Oe(c−2a a) ∪Oe(a−c a+ c) (2a > c > a),
Oe(a a)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(a+c a) ∪Oe(a−c a+c) ∪Oe(a a−c) (a > c).
TheWe-orbit Oe(rα(a a)) has the form Oe(−a 2a). The products of such orbits with theWe-orbit
Oe(c 0) decompose into We-orbits as
Oe(−a 2a)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(−a−c 2a+ c) ∪Oe(2a−c c− a)
∪Oe(c−a 2a) (c > 2a),
Oe(−a 2a)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(−a−c 2a+ c) ∪Oe(2a−c c−a)
∪Oe(c−a 2a) (2a > c > a),
Oe(−a 2a)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(−a−c 2a+ c) ∪Oe(c−a 2a)
∪Oe(−a 2a−c) (a > c).
We also give the following decompositions for We-orbits of A2:
A2 : Oe(a 0)⊗Oe(b 0) = Oe(a+b 0) ∪Oe(−a+b a) ∪Oe(a−b b) (a < b),
Oe(a 0)⊗Oe(a 0) = Oe(2a 0) ∪ 2Oe(0 a),
Oe(a 0)⊗Oe(0 b) = Oe(a b) ∪Oe(−a a+b) ∪Oe(0 −a+b) (a < b),
Oe(a 0)⊗Oe(0 a) = Oe(a a) ∪Oe(−a 2a) ∪ 3Oe(0 0).
6.4 Decomposition of products for C2
For dominant elements (a b) products We-orbits for C2 are of the form
C2 : Oe(a b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(a+c b) ∪Oe(a+2b−c −a−b+c) ∪Oe(a−c b+c)
∪Oe(c−2b−a a+b) (a+b−c<b),
Oe(a b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(a+c b) ∪Oe(a+2b−c c−a−b) ∪Oe(a−c b+c)
∪Oe(c−a−2b a+b) (b>c−a−b, a>c),
Oe(a b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(a+c b) ∪Oe(a+2b−c c−a−b) ∪Oe(a−c b+c)
∪Oe(c−a−2b a+b) (b>c−a−b, c>a),
Oe(a b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(a+c b) ∪Oe(a−c b) ∪Oe(a−c b+c)
∪Oe(c−a−2b a+b) (a+b>b+c),
Oe(a b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(a+c b) ∪Oe(a−c b) ∪Oe(a−c b+c)
∪Oe(c−a−2b a+b) (b+c>a+b>c−b),
Oe(a b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(a+c b) ∪Oe(a−c b) ∪Oe(a−c b+c)
∪Oe(c−a−2b a+b) (a+b<c−b).
The We-orbit Oe(rα(a b)) has the form Oe(−a a + b). The products of such orbits with the
We-orbit Oe(c 0) decompose into We-orbits as
C2 : Oe(−a a+b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(−a−c a+b+c) ∪Oe(−a−2b+c b) ∪Oe(c−a a+b)
∪Oe(a+2b−c b+c) (a+b−c<b),
Oe(−a a+b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(−a−c a+b+c) ∪Oe(c−a−2b b) ∪Oe(c−a a+b)
∪Oe(a+2b−c c−b) (b>c−a−b, a>c),
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Oe(−a a+b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(−a−c a+b+c) ∪Oe(c−a−2b b) ∪Oe(c−a a+b)
∪Oe(a+2b−c c−b) (b>c−a−b, c>a),
Oe(−a a+b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(−a−c a+b+c) ∪Oe(c−a a+b−c) ∪Oe(c−a a+b)
∪Oe(a+2b−c c−b) (a+b>b+c),
Oe(−a a+b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(−a−c a+b+c) ∪Oe(c−a a+b−c) ∪Oe(c−a a+b)
∪Oe(a+2b−c c−b) (b+c>a+b>c−b),
Oe(−a a+b)⊗Oe(c 0) = Oe(−a−c a+b+c) ∪Oe(c−a a+b−c) ∪Oe(c−a a+b)
∪Oe(a+2b−c c−b) (a+b<c−b).
We also give the following decompositions of E-orbits of C2:
C2 : Oe(a 0)⊗Oe(b 0) = Oe(a+b 0) ∪Oe(a−b 0) ∪Oe(a−b b) ∪Oe(b−a a) (a > b),
Oe(a 0)⊗Oe(a 0) = Oe(2a 0) ∪ 2Oe(0 2a) ∪ 4Oe(0 0),
Oe(0 a)⊗Oe(0 b) = Oe(0 a+b)∪Oe(2b a−b)∪Oe(−2b a+b)∪Oe(0 a−b) (a > b),
Oe(0 a)⊗Oe(0 a) = Oe(0 2a) ∪ 2Oe(2a 0) ∪ 4Oe(0 0),
Oe(a 0)⊗Oe(0 b) = Oe(a b)∪Oe(−a a+b)∪Oe(a−2b b)∪Oe(2b−a a−b) (a > 2b),
Oe(a 0)⊗Oe(0 b) = Oe(a b)∪Oe(−a a+b)∪Oe(2b−a a−b)∪Oe(a−2b b) (2b>a>b),
Oe(a 0)⊗Oe(0 b) = Oe(a b) ∪Oe(−a a+b) ∪O(a b−a) ∪O(−a b) (b > a),
Oe(a 0)⊗Oe(0 a) = Oe(a a) ∪Oe(−a 2a) ∪ 2Oe(a 0),
Oe(a 0)⊗Oe(0 2a) = Oe(a 2a) ∪Oe(−a 3a) ∪Oe(a a) ∪Oe(−a 2a),
Oe(2a 0)⊗Oe(0 a) = Oe(2a a) ∪Oe(−2a 3a) ∪ 2Oe(0 a).
6.5 Decomposition of products for G2
We give some examples of decomposition of products of We-orbits of G2 using ω-coordinates for
elements of orbits:
G2 : Oe(a 0)⊗Oe(b 0) = Oe(a+b 0) ∪O(b−a 3a) ∪O(2a+b −3a) ∪O(2a−b 3b−3a)
∪O(b−a 3a−3b) ∪Oe(b−a 0) (a < b < 2a),
Oe(a 0)⊗Oe(b 0) = Oe(a+b 0) ∪Oe(b−a 3a) ∪Oe(2a+b −3a) ∪O(b−2a 3a)
∪Oe(a+a −3a) ∪Oe(b−a 0) (b > 2a),
Oe(a 0)⊗Oe(a 0) = Oe(2a 0) ∪ 2Oe(0 3a) ∪ 2Oe(a 0) ∪ 6Oe(0 0),
Oe(a 0)⊗Oe(2a 0) = Oe(3a 0) ∪Oe(a 0) ∪Oe(a 3a) ∪Oe(4a −3a) ∪ 2Oe(0 3a),
Oe(0 a)⊗Oe(0 b) = Oe(0 a+b) ∪Oe(a b−a) ∪Oe(b a−b) ∪Oe(b−a 2a−b)
∪Oe(a b−2a) ∪Oe(0 b−a) (a < b < 2a),
Oe(0 a)⊗Oe(0 b) = Oe(0 a+b) ∪Oe(0 b−a) ∪Oe(a b−a) ∪Oe(b a−b)
∪Oe(a b−2a) ∪Oe(b−a 2a−b) (b > 2a),
Oe(0 a)⊗Oe(0 a) = Oe(0 2a) ∪ 2Oe(a 0) ∪ 2Oe(0 a) ∪ 6Oe(0 0),
Oe(0 a)⊗Oe(0 2a) = Oe(0 3a) ∪ 2Oe(a 0) ∪Oe(a a) ∪Oe(2a −a) ∪Oe(0 a).
7 Decomposition of We-orbit functions into W
′
e
-orbit functions
For these decompositions it is enough to obtain the corresponding decompositions for signed
W -orbits and then to make a corresponding separation of We-orbits. For this reason, we shall
deal mainly with signed orbits. Our reasoning here is similar to that of Section 4 in [7].
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7.1 Introduction
Let R be a root system with a Weyl groupW and let R′ be another root system which is a subset
of the set R. Then the Weyl group W ′ for R′ can be considered as a subgroup of W . Moreover,
W ′e is a subgroup of the even Weyl group We.
Let OWe (λ) be a We-orbit. The set of points of O
W
e (λ) is invariant with respect to W
′
e.
This means that the orbit OWe (λ) consists of W
′
e-orbits. In this section we deal with repre-
senting OWe (λ) as a union of W
′
e-orbits. Properties of such a representation depend on root
systems R and R′ (or on Weyl groups W and W ′). We distinguish two cases:
Case 1. Root systems R and R′ span vector spaces of the same dimension. In this case Weyl
chambers for W are smaller than Weyl chambers for W ′. Moreover, each Weyl chamber for W ′
consists of |W/W ′| chambers for W . Therefore, an even Weyl chamber for W ′e consists of
|W/W ′| = |We/W ′e| even Weyl chambers of We. Let D+e be an even dominant Weyl chamber
for the root system R. Then the even dominant Weyl chamber for W ′e consists of We-chambers
wiD
+
e , i = 1, 2, . . . , k, k = |W/W ′|, where wi, i = 1, 2, . . . , k, are representatives of cosets in
We/W
′
e. If λ does not lie on any wall of the even dominant Weyl chamber D
+
e , then
OWe (λ) =
k⋃
i=1
OW
′
e (wiλ), (7.1)
where OW
′
e are W
′
e-orbits.
Representing λ by coordinates in ω-basis it is necessary to take into account that coordinates
of the same point in ω-bases related to the root systems R and R′ are different. There exist
matrices connecting coordinates in these different ω-bases (see [29]).
To the decomposition (7.1) there corresponds the following expansion for E-orbit functions:
E
(W )
λ (x) =
k∑
i=1
E
(W ′)
wiλ
(x).
Case 2. Root systems R and R′ span vector spaces of different dimensions. This case is more
complicated. In order to represent OWe (λ) as a union of W
′
e-orbits, it is necessary to project
points µ of OWe (λ) to the vector subspace En′ spanned by R
′ and to select in the set of these
projected points dominant points with respect to the root system R′. Note that under projection,
different points of OWe (λ) can give the same point in En′ . This leads to appearing of coinciding
W ′e-orbits in a representation of O
W
e (λ) as a union of W
′
e-orbits.
Under expansion of an EW -orbit function E
(W )
λ (x) into E
(W ′)-orbit functions we have to
consider E
(W )
λ (x) on the subspace En′ ⊂ En and to take into account the corresponding decom-
position of the orbit OWe (λ). For this reason, below in this section we consider decomposition
of We-orbits into W
′
e-orbits. They uniquely determine the corresponding expansions for E-orbit
functions.
7.2 Decomposition of We(An)-orbits into We(An−1)-orbits
Below we shall consider decompositions for We(An)-orbits Oe(λ) and Oe(rαλ) such that λ is
strictly dominant.
If λ is not strictly dominant, then We(An)-orbit Oe(λ) ≡ O(λ) coincides with the W (An)-
orbitO(λ). In this case, in order to decomposeWe(An)-orbitOe(λ) intoWe(An−1)-orbits we have
to decompose theW (An)-orbit O(λ) intoW (An−1)-orbits and then to splitW (An−1)-orbits into
We(An−1)-orbits. Namely, if aW (An−1)-orbit O(µ) is such that µ is not strictly dominant, then
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O(µ) is in fact aWe(An−1)-orbit. If µ is strictly dominant, then O(µ) consists of two We(An−1)-
orbits Oe(µ) and O(rαµ), where α is a root of An−1. Thus, if λ is not strictly dominant, then
decomposition of We(An)-orbits into We(An−1)-orbits are reduced to decomposition of W (An)-
orbits into W (An−1)-orbits. The last decomposition are studied in Subsection 4.5 in [7].
So, let λ be a strictly dominant element for An. It is convenient to fulfil the decomposition of
We(An)-orbits Oe(λ) and Oe(rαλ) by using a corresponding decomposition of a signed W (An)-
orbit O±(λ) into signed W (An−1)-orbits considered in Subsection 8.2 in [8]. For this we have
to take into account that a signed W (An)-orbit O
±(λ) consists of two We(An)-orbits. One of
them consists of points with the sign + and the second with the sign −.
For such decomposition it is convenient to represent orbit elements in orthogonal coordi-
nates (see Section 3). Let m1,m2, . . . ,mn+1 be orthogonal coordinates of a strictly dominant
element λ, that is,
m1 > m2 > · · · > mn > mn+1.
The orthogonal coordinates m1,m2, . . . ,mn+1 satisfy the conditions m1+m2+ · · ·+mn+1 = 0.
However, we may add to all coordinates mi the same real number, since under this procedure
the ω-coordinates λi = mi −mi+1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n do not change (see Section 3).
Let O±(λ) ≡ O±(m1,m2, . . . ,mn+1) be a signed W (An)-orbit with dominant element λ =
(m1,m2, . . . ,mn+1). This orbit consists of all points
w(m1,m2, . . . ,mn+1) = (mi1 ,mi2 , . . . ,min+1), w ∈W (An), (7.2)
where (i1, i2, . . . , in+1) is a permutation of the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n + 1, determined by w. The
sign of (detw) is attached to such a point. Points of O±(λ) belong to the Euclidean space En+1.
We restrict these points to the subspace En, spanned by the simple roots α1, α2, . . . , αn−1 of An,
which form a set of simple roots of An−1. This restriction is reduced to removing the last coor-
dinate min+1 in points (mi1 ,mi2 , . . . ,min+1) of the signed orbit O
±(λ) (see (7.2)). As a result,
we obtain the set of points
(mi1 ,mi2 , . . . ,min) (7.3)
received from the points (7.2). The point (7.3) is dominant if and only if
mi1 ≥ mi2 ≥ · · · ≥ min .
It is easy to see that after restriction to En (that is, under removing the last coordinate) we
obtain from the set of points (7.2) the following set of dominant elements:
(m1, . . . ,mi−1, mˆi,mi+1, . . . ,mn+1), i = 1, 2, . . . , n+ 1,
where a hat over mi means that the coordinate mi must be omitted.
Thus, the signed W (An)-orbit O
±(m1,m2, . . . ,mn+1) consists of the following signed
W (An−1)-orbits:
O±(m1, . . . ,mi−1, mˆi,mi+1, . . . ,mn+1), i = 1, 2, . . . , n + 1.
Each of these signed orbits must be taken with a coefficient +1 or −1. Moreover, a coefficient
at the orbit O±(m1, . . . ,mi−1, mˆi,mi+1, . . . ,mn+1) is 1, if after mˆi in the point
(m1, . . . ,mi−1, mˆi,mi+1, . . . ,mn+1)
there exists an even number of coordinates, and −1 otherwise (see Section 8.2 in [8]). These
statements can be written in the form
O±W (m1,m2, . . . ,mn+1) =
n+1⋃
i=1
(detw(mi))O
±
W ′(m1, . . . ,mi−1, mˆi,mi+1, . . . ,mn+1), (7.4)
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where w(mi) is the permutation which send the coordinate mi to the end, not changing an order
of other coordinates.
Now we have to split the left and the right hand sides of (7.4) into two parts: the first part
has to consist of points with the sign plus and the second with the sign minus. This splitting for
the left hand side leads to two We(An)-orbits Oe(λ) and Oe(rαλ). Each signed W (An−1)-orbit
on the right hand side splits into two W (An−1)-orbits, one contains points with the sign plus
and other with the sign minus; one of them is contained in Oe(λ) and another in Oe(rαλ). If
detw(mi) = 1, then the We(An−1)-orbit of O
±
W ′(m1, . . . ,mi−1, mˆi,mi+1, . . . ,mn+1) with points
having the sign plus belongs to Oe(λ). The We(An−1)-orbit with points having the sign minus
belongs to Oe(rαλ). If detw(mi) = −1, then theWe(An−1)-orbit of O±W ′(m1, . . . ,mi−1, mˆi,mi+1,
. . . ,mn+1) with points having the sign plus belongs to Oe(rαλ) and the We(An−1)-orbit with
points having the sign minus belongs to Oe(λ). Fulfilling this splitting we obtain lists of
We(An−1)-orbits, which are contained in We(An)-orbits Oe(λ) and Oe(rαλ).
7.3 Decomposition of We(Bn)-orbits into We(Bn−1)-orbits
and of We(Cn)-orbits into We(Cn−1)-orbits
Decomposition of We(Bn)-orbits and decomposition of We(Cn)-orbits are fulfilled in the same
way. For this reason, we give a proof only for the case of We(Cn)-orbits. As in the previous case
for fulfilling the decompositions we use signed W -orbits.
A set of simple roots of Cn consists of roots α1, α2, . . . , αn. The roots α2, . . . , αn constitute
a set of simple roots of Cn−1. They span the subspace En−1.
We determine elements λ of En by using orthogonal coordinates m1,m2, . . . ,mn. Then λ is
strictly dominant if and only if
m1 > m2 > · · · > mn > 0.
Then the signed W (Cn)-orbit O
±(λ) consists of all points
w(m1,m2, . . . ,mn) = (±mi1 ,±mi2 , . . . ,±min), w ∈W (Cn), (7.5)
where (i1, i2, . . . , in) is a permutation of the set 1, 2, . . . , n, and all combinations of signs are
possible.
Restriction of elements (7.5) to the vector subspace En−1, defined above, reduces to removing
the first coordinate ±mi1 in (7.5). As a result, we obtain from the set of points (7.5) the collection
(±mi2 ,±mi3 , . . . ,±min), w ∈W (Cn).
Only the points (mi2 ,mi3 , . . . ,min−1 ,min) with positive coordinates may be dominant. More-
over, such a point is dominant if and only if
mi2 > mi3 > · · · > min .
Therefore, under restriction of points (7.5) to En−1 we obtain the following strictly W (Cn−1)-
dominant elements:
(m1,m2, . . . ,mi−1, mˆi,mi+1, . . . ,mn), i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (7.6)
where a hat over mi means that the coordinate mi must be omitted. Moreover, the element (7.6)
with fixed i can be obtained from two elements in (7.5), namely, from (m1,m2, . . . ,mi−1,±mi,
mi+1, . . . ,mn). In the signed orbit O
±(m1,m2, . . . ,mn) these two elements have opposite signs.
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Thus, the signedW (Cn)-orbits O
±(m1,m2, . . . ,mn) consists of the following signedW (Cn−1)-
orbits:
O±(m1,m2, . . . ,mi−1, mˆi,mi+1, . . . ,mn)
≡ O±(m1, . . . , mˆi, . . . ,mn), i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (7.7)
Each such signed W (Cn−1)-orbit is contained in O
±(m1,m2, . . . ,mn) twice with opposite signs.
Since the signed W (Cn)-orbit O
±(m1,m2, . . . ,mn) consists of two We(Cn)-orbits (one consists
of points with the sign + and the second with the sign −), then it follows from these as-
sertions that the We(Cn)-orbits Oe(m1,m2, . . . ,mn) and Oe(rα(m1,m2, . . . ,mn)) consist of the
same set of We(Cn−1)-orbits, namely, of We(Cn−1)-orbits which are contained in the signed
W (Cn−1)-orbits (7.7). This set consists of the We(Cn−1)-orbits O
±(m1, , . . . , mˆi, . . . ,mn) and
O±(rβ(m1, , . . . , mˆi, . . . ,mn)), i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where β is a root of Cn−1.
For We(Bn)-orbits we have similar assertions. A We(Bn)-orbit Oe(m1,m2, . . . ,mn), m1 >
m2 > · · · > mn > 0, consists of We(Bn−1)-orbits which are contained in the signed W±(Bn)-
orbit
O±(m1,m2, . . . ,mi−1, mˆi,mi+1, . . . ,mn), i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
and each such We(Bn−1)-orbit is contained in the decomposition only once.
7.4 Decomposition of We(Dn)-orbits into We(Dn−1)-orbits
Assume that α1, α2, . . . , αn is the set of simple roots of Dn, n > 4. Then α2, . . . , αn are simple
roots of Dn−1. The last roots span the subspace En−1.
For elements λ of En we use orthogonal coordinates m1,m2, . . . ,mn. Then λ is strictly
dominant if and only if m1 > m2 > · · · > mn−1 > |mn|. We assume that λ satisfies the
condition
m1 > m2 > · · · > mn > 0.
Then the signed W (Dn)-orbit O
±(λ) consists of all points
w(m1,m2, . . . ,mn) = (±mi1 ,±mi2 , . . . ,±min), w ∈WDn , (7.8)
where (i1, i2, . . . , in) is a permutation of the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n and there exists an even number
of signs −. Restriction of elements (7.8) to the subspace En−1 reduces to removing the first
coordinate ±mi1 in (7.8). As a result, we obtain from the set of points (7.8) the collection
(±mi2 ,±mi3 , . . . ,±min), w ∈W (Dn),
where a number of signs − may be either even or odd. Only points of the form (mi2 ,mi3 , . . . ,
min−1 ,±min) may be dominant. Moreover, such a point is dominant if and only if
mi2 > mi3 > · · · > min−1 > |min |.
Therefore, under restriction of points (7.8) to En−1 we obtain the following W (Dn−1)-dominant
elements:
(m1,m2, . . . ,mi−1, mˆi,mi+1, . . . ,mn−1,±mn), i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (7.9)
where a hat over mi means that the coordinate mi must be omitted. Moreover, the ele-
ment (7.9) with fixed i can be obtained only from one element in (7.8), namely, from element
(m1,m2, . . . ,mi−1,±mi,mi+1, . . . ,±mn), where at mi and mn signs are coinciding.
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Thus, the signed W (Dn)-orbit O
±(m1,m2, . . . ,mn) with m1 > m2 > · · · > mn > 0 consists
of the following signed W (Dn−1)-orbits:
O±(m1,m2, . . . ,mi−1, mˆi,mi+1, . . . ,±mn), i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (7.10)
Each such signed W (Dn−1)-orbit is contained in O
±(m1,m2, . . . ,mn) only once (with sign + or
sign −). A sign of such an orbit depends on a number i and does not depend on a sign at mn.
This sign is + if after mˆi in (7.10) there exists on even number of coordinates and −1 otherwise.
Now we split the signed W (Dn)-orbit O
±(m1,m2, . . . ,mn) into two We(Dn)-orbits Oe(m1,
m2, . . . ,mn) and Oe(rα(m1,m2, . . . ,mn)). Next, we split each of the signed W (Dn−1)-orbits
(7.10) also into two We(Dn−1)-orbits
Oe(m1,m2, . . . ,mi−1, mˆi,mi+1, . . . ,±mn), i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (7.11)
Oe(rβ(m1,m2, . . . ,mi−1, mˆi,mi+1, . . . ,±mn)), i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (7.12)
It is necessary to split these We(Dn−1)-orbits into two parts which constitute the We(Dn)-
orbits Oe(m1,m2, . . . ,mn) and Oe(rα(m1,m2, . . . ,mn)). This is done as follows. If a fixed
signed orbit from (7.10) is contained in the signed W (Dn)-orbit O
±(m1,m2, . . . ,mn) with
the sign +, then the corresponding We(Dn−1)-orbit (7.11) is contained in the We(Dn)-orbit
Oe(m1,m2, . . . ,mn) and the We(Dn−1)-orbit (7.12) is contained in Oe(rα(m1,m2, . . . ,mn)).
If a fixed signed W (Dn−1)-orbit (7.10) is contained in O
±(m1,m2, . . . ,mn) with the sign −,
then the corresponding We(Dn−1)-orbit (7.11) is contained in the We(Dn)-orbit Oe(rα(m1,m2,
. . . ,mn)) and the We(Dn−1)-orbit (7.12) is contained in Oe(m1,m2, . . . ,mn). Therefore, the
We(Dn)-orbit Oe(m1,m2, . . . ,mn) consists of We(Dn−1)-orbit (7.11) such that n − i is an even
integer and of We(Dn−1)-orbit (7.12) such that n − i is odd. The We(Dn)-orbit Oe(rα(m1,m2,
. . . ,mn)) consists of We(Dn−1)-orbit (7.11) such that n− i is odd and of We(Dn−1)-orbit (7.12)
such that n− i is even.
It is shown similarly that the We(Dn)-orbits
Oe(m1, . . . ,mn−1,−mn), Oe(rα(m1, . . . ,mn−1,−mn)),
with m1 > m2 > · · · > mn > 0 consists of the same We(Dn−1)-orbits as the We(Dn)-orbits
Oe(m1, . . . ,mn−1,mn) and Oe(rα(m1, . . . ,mn−1,mn)) with the same numbers m1, . . . ,mn−1,mn
do, respectively.
8 E-orbit function transforms
As in the case of symmetric and antisymmetric orbit functions, E-orbit functions determine
certain orbit function transforms which generalize the Fourier transform (in the case of symmetric
orbit functions these transforms generalize the cosine transform and in the case of antisymmetric
orbit functions these transforms generalize the sine transform) [7, 8, 10].
As in the case of symmetric and antisymmetric orbit functions, E-orbit functions determine
three types of orbit function transforms: the first one is related to the E-orbit functions Eλ(x)
with integral λ, the second one is related to Eλ(x) with real values of coordinates of λ, and the
third one is the related discrete transform.
8.1 Expansion in E-orbit functions on Fe
The aim of this subsection is to obtain formulas for expansions of functions on the closure of
the fundamental domain Fe of the even affine Weyl group W
aff
e in E-orbit functions Eλ(x) with
integral λ.
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Let us start with the usual Fourier expansion of functions on En,
f(x) =
∑
λ∈Zn
cλe
2pi〈λ,x〉. (8.1)
with coefficients
cλ =
∫
x∈T
f(x)e−2pi〈λ,x〉dx, (8.2)
where T is a torus in En.
Let the function f(x) be invariant with respect to the even Weyl groupWe. It is easy to check
that the coefficients cλ are also We-invariant, cwλ = cλ, w ∈ We. Replace in (8.2) λ by wλ,
w ∈We, and sum up both side of (8.2) over w ∈We. Then instead of (8.2) we obtain
cλ = |We|−1
∫
T
f(x)Eˆλ(x)dx,
where Eˆλ(x) =
∑
w∈We
e2pii〈wλ,x〉. (We have taken into account that both f(x) and Eλ(x) are
We-invariant.) This formula can be written as
cλ =
∫
Fe
f(x)Eˆλ(x)dx = |Wλ|
∫
Fe
f(x)Eλ(x)dx, (8.3)
where Wλ is the subgroup of We consisting of elements leaving λ invariant.
Similarly, starting from (8.1), we obtain an inverse formula:
f(x) =
∑
λ∈P+e
cλEλ(x), (8.4)
where P+e is the set of integral elements from D
+
e . For the transforms (8.3) and (8.4) the
Plancherel formula∫
Fe
|f(x)|2dx =
∑
λ∈P+e
|Wλ|−1|cλ|2
holds, which means that the Hilbert spaces with the appropriate scalar products are isometric.
Formula (8.4) is the symmetrized (by means of the group We) Fourier transform of the
function f(x). Formula (8.3) gives an inverse transform. These formulas give the E-orbit
function transforms corresponding to E-orbit functions Eλ, λ ∈ P+e .
Let L2(Fe) denote the Hilbert space of functions on the closure of the fundamental domain Fe
of the group W affe with the scalar product
〈f1, f2〉 =
∫
Fe
f1(x)f2(x)dx.
The formulas (8.3) and (8.4) show that the set of E-orbit functions Eλ, λ ∈ P+e , form an
orthogonal basis of L2(Fe).
8.2 E-orbit function transform on even dominant Weyl chamber
The expansion (8.4) of functions on the domain Fe is an expansion in the E-orbit functions Eλ(x)
with integral elements λ. The E-orbit functions Eλ(x) with λ lying in the even dominant Weyl
chamber (and not obligatory integral) are not invariant with respect to the corresponding even
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affine Weyl group W affe . They are invariant only with respect to the even Weyl group We.
A fundamental domain ofWe coincides with the even dominant Weyl chamber D
+
e = D+∪rαD+.
For this reason, the E-orbit functions Eλ(x), λ ∈ D+e , determine another orbit function transform
(a transform on D+e ).
We began with the usual Fourier transforms on Rn:
f˜(λ) =
∫
Rn
f(x)e2pii〈λ,x〉dx, (8.5)
f(x) =
∫
Rn
f˜(λ)e−2pii〈λ,x〉dλ. (8.6)
Let the function f(x) be invariant with respect to the even Weyl group We, that is, f(wx) =
(detw)f(x), w ∈We. The function f˜(λ) is also invariant with respect to the even Weyl groupWe.
Replace in (8.5) λ by wλ, w ∈ We, and sum up these both side over w ∈ We. Then instead
of (8.5) we obtain
f˜(λ) = |We|−1
∫
Rn
f(x)Eˆλ(x)dx, λ ∈ D+e ,
Therefore,
f˜(λ) =
∫
D+e
f(x)Eˆλ(x)dx, λ ∈ D+e , (8.7)
where we have taken into account that f(x) is invariant with respect to We.
Similarly, starting from (8.6), we obtain the inverse formula:
f(x) =
∫
D+e
f˜(λ)Eˆλ(x)dλ. (8.8)
For the transforms (8.7) and (8.8) the Plancherel formula∫
D+e
|f(x)|2dx =
∫
D+e
|f˜(λ)|2dλ
holds.
9 Finite E-orbit function transforms
9.1 Introduction
It is possible to introduce finite E-orbit function transforms, based on E-orbit functions (see [10]).
It is done in the same way as in the case of symmetric orbit functions in [7] by using the results of
paper [11]. Finite E-orbit function transforms are generalizations of the finite (discrete) Fourier
transforms, which are defined as follows.
Let us fix a positive integer N and consider the numbers
emn := N
−1/2 exp(2πimn/N), m, n = 1, 2, . . . , N. (9.1)
The matrix (emn)
N
m,n=1 is unitary, that is,∑
k
emkenk = δmn,
∑
k
ekmekn = δmn. (9.2)
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Let f(n) be a function of n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. We may consider the transform
N∑
n=1
f(n)emn ≡ N−1/2
N∑
n=1
f(n) exp(2πimn/N) = f˜(m). (9.3)
Then due to unitarity of the matrix (emn)
N
m,n=1, we express f(n) as a linear combination of
conjugates of the functions (9.1):
f(n) = N−1/2
N∑
m=1
f˜(m) exp(−2πimn/N). (9.4)
The function f˜(m) is a finite Fourier transform of f(n). This transform is a linear map. The
formula (9.4) gives an inverse transform. The Plancherel formula
N∑
m=1
|f˜(m)|2 =
N∑
n=1
|f(n)|2
holds for transforms (9.3) and (9.4). This means that the finite Fourier transform conserves the
norm introduced on the space of functions on {1, 2, . . . , N}.
The finite Fourier transform on the r-dimensional linear space Er is defined similarly. We
again fix a positive integer N . Let m = (m1,m2, . . . ,mr) be an r-tuple of integers such that
each mi runs over the integers 1, 2, . . . , N . Then the finite Fourier transform on Er is given by
the kernel
emn := em1n1em2n2 · · · emrnr = N−r/2 exp(2πim · n/N),
wherem · n = m1n1+m2n2+· · ·+mrnr. If F (m) is a function of r-tuplesm,mi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N},
then the finite Fourier transform of F is given by
F˜ (n) = N−r/2
∑
m
F (m) exp(2πim · n/N).
The inverse transform is
F (m) = N−r/2
∑
n
F˜ (n) exp(−2πim · n/N).
The corresponding Plancherel formula is of the form
∑
m
|F (m)|2 =∑
n
|F˜ (n)|2.
9.2 Grids on the fundamental domain Fe
In order to determine an analogue of the finite Fourier transform, based on E-orbit functions,
we need an analogue of the set
{m = {m1,m2, . . . ,mn} | mi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}},
used for multidimensional finite Fourier transform. Such a set has to be invariant with respect
to the even Weyl group We (see [11]).
We know that the coroot lattice Q∨ is a discrete W -invariant subset of En. Clearly, the set
1
mQ
∨ is also W -invariant, where m is a fixed positive integer. Then the set
Tm =
1
mQ
∨/Q∨
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is finite and W -invariant. If α1, α2, . . . , αl is the set of simple root for the Weyl group W ,
then Tm can be identified with the set of elements
m−1
l∑
i=1
diα
∨
i , di = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m− 1. (9.5)
We select from Tm the set of elements which belongs to the closure F e of the fundamental
domain Fe. These elements lie in the collection
1
mQ
∨ ∩ F e.
Let µ ∈ 1mQ∨ ∩ F e be an element determining an element of Tm and let M be the least
positive integer such that Mµ ∈ P∨. Then there exists the least positive integer N such that
Nµ ∈ Q∨. One has M |N and N |m.
The collection of points of Tm belonging to F (we denote the set of these points by FM ),
where F is the fundamental domain of the Weyl group W , coincides with the set of elements
s = s1M ω
∨
1 + · · ·+ slM ω∨l , ω∨i =
2ωi
〈αi, αi〉 , (9.6)
where s1, s2, . . . , sl runs over values from {0, 1, 2, . . . } and satisfy the following condition: there
exists a non-negative integer s0 such that
s0 +
l∑
i=1
simi =M, (9.7)
where m1,m2, . . . ,ml are non-negative integers from formula (2.8) (see [11]). (Values of mi for
all simple Lie algebras can be found in Subsection 2.4.)
To every positive integer M there corresponds the grid FM of points (9.6) in F which corre-
sponds to some set Tm such thatM |m. The precise relation betweenM andm can be defined by
the grid FM (see [10]) . Acting upon the grid FM by elements of the Weyl group W we obtain
the whole set Tm. Below, we are interested in grids FM and do not need the corresponding
numbers m.
For studying finite E-orbit function transforms we need grids F eM such that Tm is obtained
by action by elements of W affe . In order to obtain F
e
M we fix a positive root α and construct the
the set FM ∪ rαFM . The set FM ∩ rαFM can be non-empty. Taking each point from FM ∪ rαFM
only once we obtain the grid F eM . The set ∪w∈W affe wF eM coincides with Tm, where some points
are taken several times. The set F eM depends on a choice of a root α.
9.3 Grids F e
M
for A2, C2 and G2
In this section we give some examples of grids F eM for the rank two cases (see [9]). Since the
long root ξ of A2 is representable in the form ξ = α1 + α2, where α1 and α2 are simple roots,
that is, m1 = m2 = 1 (see formula (9.7)), then
FM (A2) =
{
s1
M ω1 +
s2
M ω2; s0 + s1 + s2 =M, s0, s1, s2 ∈ Z≥0
}
.
A direct computation shows that in the ω-coordinates we have
F2(A2) =
{
(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (12 , 0), (0,
1
2 ), (
1
2 ,
1
2 )
}
.
We take a root α coinciding with the first simple root. Then
rαF2(A2) =
{
(0, 0), (−1, 1), (0, 1), (−12 , 12), (0, 12), (−12 , 1).
}
.
Thus, the grid F e2 (A2) consists of different points from F2(A2) ∪ rαF2(A2) (9 points).
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For F3(A2) we have
F3(A2) =
{
(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (13 , 0), (0,
1
3 ), (
2
3 , 0), (0,
2
3), (
2
3 ,
1
3), (
1
3 ,
2
3), (
1
3 ,
1
3)
}
.
Therefore,
rαF3(A2) =
{
(0, 0), (−1, 1), (0, 1), (−13 , 13), (0, 13), (−23 , 23), (0, 23), (−23 , 1), (−13 , 1), (−13 , 23 )
}
and F e3 (A2) consists of 16 points.
Since the long root ξ of C2 is representable in the form ξ = 2α1 + α2, where α1 and α2 are
simple roots, that is, m1 = 2,m2 = 1, then
FM (C2) =
{
s1
M ω
∨
1 +
s2
M ω
∨
2 ; s0 + 2s1 + s2 =M, s0, s1, s2 ∈ Z≥0
}
.
A direct computation shows that in the ω∨-coordinates we have
F e2 (C2) =
{
(0, 0), (0, 1), (12 , 0), (0,
1
2), (−12 , 12)
}
,
F e3 (C2) =
{
(0, 0), (0, 1), (13 , 0), (0,
1
3), (0,
2
3), (
1
3 ,
1
3), (−13 , 13), (−13 , 23 )
}
.
Since the long root ξ of G2 is representable in the form ξ = 2α1 + 3α2, where α1 and α2 are
simple roots, that is, m1 = 2, m2 = 3, then
FM (G2) =
{
s1
Mω
∨
1 +
s2
Mω
∨
2 ; s0 + 2s1 + 3s2 =M, s0, s1, s2 ∈ Z≥0
}
.
A computation shows that in the ω∨-coordinates we have
F e2 (G2) = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (−1, 3)} ,
F e3 (G2) =
{
(0, 0), (0, 13), (
1
3 , 0), (−13 , 1)
}
,
F e4 (G2) = F
e
2 (G2)
⋃{
(14 , 0), (0,
1
4 ), (−14 , 34
}
,
F e5 (G2) =
{
(0, 0), (0, 15), (
1
5 , 0), (
1
5 ,
1
5), (
2
5 , 0), (−15 , 35), (−15 , 45 ), (−25 , 65)
}
,
F e8 (G2) = F
e
4 (G2)
⋃{
(18 , 0), (0,
1
8 ), (
1
8 ,
1
8 ), (
1
4 ,
1
8 ), (−18 , 38), (−18 , 12), (−14 , 78 )
}
.
9.4 Expansion in E-orbit functions through expansion on grids
Let us give an analogue of the finite Fourier transform when instead of exponential functions we
use E-orbit functions. This analogue is not so simple as finite Fourier transform. It is called the
finite E-orbit function transform. This transform is used in order to be able to recover (at least
approximately) the expansion f(x) =
∑
λ aλEλ(x) for continuous values of x by values of f(x)
on a finite set of point.
Under considering the finite Fourier transform in Section 9.1, we have restricted the exponen-
tial function to a discrete set. Similarly, in order to determine finite transform, based on E-orbit
functions, we have to restrict E-orbit functions Eλ(x) to appropriate finite sets of values of x.
Candidates for such finite sets are sets Tm. However, E-orbit functions Eλ(x) with integral λ
are invariant with respect to the affine even Weyl group W affe . For this reason, we consider
E-orbit functions Eλ(x) on grids F
e
M , which are parts of the sets Tm.
On the other side, we have also to choose a finite number of E-orbit functions, that is, a finite
number of integral λ ∈ P e+. The best choose is when a number of E-orbit functions coincides
with the number |F eM | of elements in F eM . These E-orbit functions must be selected in such
a way that the matrix
(Eλi(xj))λi∈Ω,xj∈FM (9.8)
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(where Ω is our finite set of integral elements λ) is not singular. In order to have non-singularity
of this matrix some conditions must be satisfied. In general, they are not known. For this reason,
we consider some, more weak, form of the transform (when |Ω| ≥ |F eM |) and then explain how
the set |Ω| of λ ∈ P e+ can be chosen in such a way that |Ω| = |F eM |.
Let Oe(λ) and Oe(µ) be two different We-orbits for elements λ and µ of P
e
+. We say that the
group Tm separates Oe(λ) and Oe(µ) if for any two elements λ1 ∈ Oe(λ) and µ1 ∈ Oe(µ) there
exists an element x ∈ Tm such that exp(2πi〈λ1, x〉) 6= exp(2πi〈µ1, x〉). Note that λ may coincide
with µ.
Let f1 and f2 be two functions on the Euclidean space En which are finite linear combinations
of E-orbit functions. We introduce a Tm-scalar product for f1 and f2 by the formula
〈f1, f2〉Tm =
∑
x∈Tm
f1(x)f2(x).
Then the following proposition is true (see [11] and [10]):
Proposition 7. If Tm separates the orbits Oe(λ) and Oe(µ), λ, µ ∈ P e+, then
〈Eλ, Eµ〉Tm = mn|Oe(λ)|δλµ. (9.9)
Proof. We have
〈Eλ, Eµ〉Tm =
∑
x∈Tm
∑
σ∈Oe(λ)
∑
τ∈Oe(µ)
exp(2πi〈σ − τ, x〉)
=
∑
σ∈Oe(λ)
∑
τ∈Oe(µ)
(∑
x∈Tm
exp(2πi〈σ − τ, x〉)
)
.
Since Tm separates Oe(λ) and Oe(µ), then none of the differences σ− τ in the last sum vanishes
on Tm. Since Tm is a group and |Tm| = mn, one has∑
x∈Tm
exp(2πi〈σ − τ, x〉) = mnδσ,τ .
Therefore, 〈Eλ, Eµ〉Tm = mn|Oe(λ)|δλµ. The proposition is proved. 
Let f be an invariant (with respect to W affe ) function on the Euclidean space En which is
a finite linear combination of E-orbit functions:
f(x) =
∑
λj∈P e+
aλjEλj (x). (9.10)
Our aim is to determine f(x) by its values on a finite subset of En, namely, on Tm.
We suppose that Tm separate orbits Oe(λj) with λj from the right hand side of (9.10). Then
taking the Tm-scalar product of both sides of (9.10) with Eλj and using the relation (9.9) we
obtain
aλj = (m
n|Oe(λj)|)−1 〈f,Eλj 〉Tm .
Let now s(1), s(2), . . . , s(h) be all elements of F e ∩ 1mQ∨. By Ws(i) we denote the subgroup of We
whose elements leave s(i) invariant. Then
aλj = m
−n|Oe(λj)|−1
∑
x∈Tm
f(x)Eλj (x) = m
−n|Wλj |
h∑
i=1
|Ws(i) |−1f(s(i))ϕλj (s(i)). (9.11)
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Thus, the finite number of values f(s(i)), i = 1, 2, . . . , h, of the function f(x) determines the
coefficients aλj and, therefore, determines the function f(x) on the whole space En.
This means that we can reconstruct a W affe -invariant function f(x) on the whole Euclidean
space En by its values on the finite set FM under an appropriate value of M . Namely, we have
to expand this function, taken on FM , into the series (9.10) by means of the coefficients aλj ,
determined by formula (9.11), and then to continue analytically the expansion (9.10) to the
whole fundamental domain Fe (and, therefore, to the whole space En), that is, to consider the
decomposition (9.10) for all x ∈ En.
We have assumed that the function f(x) is a finite linear combination of E-orbit functions.
If f(x) expands into infinite sum of orbit functions, then for applying the above procedure we
have to approximate the function f(x) by taking a finite number of terms in this infinite sum
and then to apply the procedure. That is, in this case we obtain an approximate expression of
the function f(x) by using a finite number of its values.
At last, we explain how to choose a set Ω in formula (9.8). The set FM consists of the
points (9.6). These points determines the set Ξ of points
λ = s1ω1 + s2ω2 + · · ·+ slωl,
where s1, s2, . . . , sl run over the same values as for the set FM . The set Ξ ∪ rαΞ, where each
point is taken only once, can be taken as the set Ω (see [10]).
10 We-symmetric functions
E-orbit functions are symmetrized versions of the exponential function, when symmetrization is
fulfilled by an even Weyl groupWe. Instead of the exponential function we can take any other set
of functions, for example, a set of orthogonal polynomials or a countable set of functions. Then
we obtain a corresponding set of orthogonalWe-symmetric polynomials or a set ofWe-symmetric
functions. Such sets of polynomials and functions are considered in this section.
10.1 Symmetrization by E-orbit functions
E-orbit functions can be used for obtaining We-symmetric sets of functions. Let um(x), m =
0, 1, 2, . . . , be a set of continuous functions of one variables. We create functions of n variables
ui1,i2,...,in(x1, x2, . . . , xn) ≡ ui1(x1)ui2(x2) · · · uin(xn), ik = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Then the functions
u˜i1,i2,...,in(λ1, λ2, . . . , λn) =
∫
Fe
ui1,i2,...,in(x1, x2, . . . , xn)Eλ(x1, x2, . . . , xn)dx, (10.1)
where λ ≡ (λ1, λ2, . . . , λn), Eλ(x) is a E-orbit function, and dx is the Euclidean measure on En
(that is, dx = dx1 · · · dxn), is symmetric with respect to the action of the even Weyl group We.
Indeed, for w ∈We we have
u˜i1,i2,...,in(wλ) =
∫
Fe
ui1,i2,...,in(x1, x2, . . . , xn)Ewλ(x1, x2, . . . , xn) dx
=
∫
Fe
ui1,i2,...,in(x1, x2, . . . , xn)Eλ(x1, x2, . . . , xn) dx = u˜i1,i2,...,in(λ).
Formula (10.1) is used for obtaining We-symmetric functions or polynomials.
If um(x), m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , are orthogonal functions, then the functions (10.1), taken for
i1 ≥ i2 ≥ · · · ≥ in, constitute a set of We-symmetric orthogonal functions on the domain De+
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10.2 Eigenfunctions of E-orbit function transform for We(An)
Let Hn(x), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , be the well-known Hermite polynomials. They are defined by the
formula
Hn(x) = n!
[n/2]∑
m=0
(−1)m(2x)n−2m
m!(n− 2m)! ,
where [n/2] is an integral part of the number n/2. They satisfy the relation
1√
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
eipxe−p
2/2Hm(p)dp = i
−me−x
2/2Hm(x)
(see, for example, Subsection 12.2.4 in [30]), which can be written in the form∫ ∞
−∞
e2piipxe−pip
2
Hm(
√
2πp)dp = ime−pix
2
Hm(
√
2πx). (10.2)
This relation shows that the function e−pip
2
Hm(
√
2πp) is an eigenfunction of the Fourier trans-
form of one variable with eigenvalue im.
Using the Hermite polynomials we create polynomials of many variables
Hm(x) ≡ Hm1,m2,...,mn(x1, x2, . . . , xn) := Hm1(x1)Hm2(x2) · · ·Hmn(xn). (10.3)
The functions
e−|x|
2/2Hm(x), mi = 0, 1, 2, . . . , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (10.4)
form an orthogonal basis of the Hilbert space L2(Rn) with the scalar product
〈f1, f2〉 :=
∫
Rn
f1(x)f2(x)dx,
where dx = dx1 dx2 · · · dxn.
We make We-symmetrization of the functions
e−pi|x|Hm(
√
2πx), mi = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
(obtained from (10.4) by replacing x by
√
2πx) by means of E-orbit functions of An−1:∫
Rn
Eλ(x)e
−pi|x|2Hm(
√
2πx) = i|m|e−pi|λ|
2Hm(
√
2πλ), (10.5)
where Eλ(x) is an E-orbit function of An−1 and λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λn).
The polynomials Hm are symmetric with respect to the even Weyl group We ≡ Sn/S2 := Sen
of An−1:
Hm(wλ) = Hm(λ), Hwm(λ) = Hm(λ), w ∈ Sen.
For this reason, Hm(λ) can be considered for values of λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λn) such that λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥
· · · ≥ λn.
The polynomials Hm are of the form
Hm(λ) =
∑
w∈Sen
Hwm(λ), (10.6)
where the polynomials Hwm(λ) are of the form (10.3).
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Now we apply E-orbit function transform (8.7) (we denote this transform by F) to the We-
symmetric function (10.6). Taking into account formula (10.5) we obtain
F
(
e−pi|x|
2Hm(
√
2πx)
)
:=
2
|Sn|
∫
Rn
Eλ(x)e
−pi|x|2Hm(
√
2πx)dx
= i|m|e−pi|λ|
2Hm(
√
2πλ),
where |Sn| is an order of the permutation group Sn, that is, functions (10.6) are eigenfunctions of
the E-orbit function transform F. Since the functions (10.6) for mi = 0, 1, 2, . . . , i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
m1 ≥ m2 ≥ · · · ≥ mn, form an orthogonal basis of the Hilbert space L2sym(Rn) of functions
from L2(Rn) symmetric with respect toWe, then they constitute a complete set of eigenfunctions
of this transform. Thus, this transform has only four eigenvalues i, −i, 1, −1 in L2sym(Rn). This
means that, as in the case of the usual Fourier transform, we have
F4 = 1.
10.3 We(An)-symmetric sets of polynomials
In the previous subsection we constructed We-symmetric sets of functions connected with Her-
mite polynomials. Other sets of orthogonal polynomials can be similarly constructed.
Let pm(x), m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , be the set of orthogonal polynomials in one variable such that∫
R
pm(x)pm′(x)dσ(x) = δmm′ ,
where dσ(x) is some orthogonality measure, which may be continuous or discrete.
We create a set of symmetric polynomials of n variables as follows:
psymm (x) =
∑
w∈Sen/Sm
pmw(1)(x1)pmw(2)(x2) · · · pmw(n)(xn), (10.7)
mi = 0, 1, 2, . . . , i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
where m = (m1,m2, . . . ,mn), m1 ≥ m2 ≥ · · · ≥ mn ≥ 0, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), and w(1), w(2),
. . . , w(n) is a set of numbers 1, 2, . . . , n transformed by the permutation w ∈ Sen/Sm, where Sm
is the subgroup of Sn consisting of elements leaving m invariant.
It is easy to check that the polynomials psymm (x) are symmetric with respect to transformations
of Sen:
psymm (wx) = p
sym
m (x), w ∈ Sn.
Thus, we may consider the polynomials (10.7) on the closure of the fundamental domain of the
transformation group We(An−1) ≡ Sen. This closure (which is denoted as De+) coincides with
the set of points x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) for which
x1, x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xn.
The set of polynomials (10.7) is orthogonal with respect to the product measure dσ(x) ≡
dσ(x1) dσ(x2) · · · dσ(xn). Indeed, we have∫
De+
psymm (x)p
sym
m′
(x)dσ(x) =
|Oe(m)|
|Sen|
δmm′ =
1
|Sm|δmm
′ ,
where Oe(m) is the S
e
n-orbit of the point m.
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